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To Care for Sufferer
Washington, Dec. 29. Further relief for Mexicans made destitute by
the revolution in Sinaloa is being
planned by the Red Cross. A supple
TO
mental appropriation to $500, already
furnished, is being planned. Dr. II,
C. Menzendiek,
an American physician, and the American consular auCITY
thorities, will administer the relief.
Official dispatches today say sufFEDERALS IN OJINAGA ARE IN fering is intense with litttle prospect
of relief. Industrial plants are closed,
GOOD CONDITION TO
crops are a failure because of drought,
ASSAULT
people are said to be living on leaves
and bark, and many have no clothing.
Ten cents a day, K is reported, wih
INSURRECTOS IN BADI SHAPE
feed a family. The destitute settlement are three days by mule-bacLONG OVERLAND MARCH PUTS from sources of supply.
The gunboat Yorktown was today
THEM IN POOR CONDITION
to leave San Diego January 2
ordered
TO FIGHT
to relieve the gunboat Annapolis,
which has had a long tour on the west
LOOKING TOWARD OUAYMAS coast of Mexico. The Annapolis will
go to San Diego.
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GENERAL

CARRANZA EXPECTS
TO BE ABLE TO TAKE IMPORTANT PLACE

Presidio, Tex., Dec. 29. The Mexican federal army at Ojinaga, opposite
here, after being free of attacks for
three weeks, today made ready to fire
on the first rebel that came in sight.
With 4,000 soldiers commanded by
nine generals, well supplied with provisions from the American side, the
federals have taken every precaution
to resist the 4,000 rebels advancing
from Chihuahua under General Ortega.
The rebels, fatigued and short cf
rations after their seven aay journey
of more than 150 miles overland, were
resting at a' ranch at the south end
of La Mulapas. The advance guard of
the rebels still was more than 18 miles
from Ojinaga. The prospect was that
the whole rebel army would not get
through the pass and within firing
distance of the federal position for
several days. So far no firing has occurred between the opposing forces.
Officers of the federal army, Including General Franeisw Castro, are confident that soJong as they remain in
the fortifications of Ojinaga they will
Re safe. The federal position they regard as impregnable.
News of the rebel advance toward
the border gave rise to conflicting reports. One was that the federals had
advanced to meet the rebels and had
been compelled to retreat. Another
was that the federals had left Ojinaga
to march on Juarez. Another was that
some of the federals had run across
the United States border. All these
Btorles were baseless.
Rebel Cavalry Goes North

Bermosillo, Dec. 29 General Venus-tten- o
Carranza, the constitutionalist
chief, left here today for Carbo, midway between Hermosillo and Nogales,
on the Arizona border. The reason
for his unexpected departure for tie
north was not made known.
To Attack Guaymas
The Insurgent campaign will be
pressed against Guaymas, the, California gulf port in southern Sonorjn which
has Ibeen held so stubbornly by General Pedro Jeda's federals. ; This
was announced from the military
headquarters here today, simultaneously with the departure for the
outh of the entire First regiment of
cavalry, which set out on the march
Instead of entraining;'
there are In the vicinity
.....Already
'
or Guaymas more than 2,000 rebel infantry, for the most part composed
of Yaqui Indians and Mayo Indians,
who have excelled in the fighting in
Sonora during the present revolution.
The cavalry which left today will be
used for scouting.
The deserttions from, the federal
garrison at Guaymas have encouraged
greatly the insurgent commanders.
Three federal artillerymen arrived
early today at the Insurgent base at
Mayltorena and reported that most of
O jeda's gun crews had deserted their,
posts. This, it was believed, would
render the federal artillery almost
useless. It was reported also that only
one of the two federal gunboats remained at Guaymas.
Constitutionalists may use some
heavy artillery in an effort to eliminate the danger of a bombardment of
the town from the water. The location of Guaymas, set deep in the range
of hills, always had rendered it difficult to approach, especially in face of
fire, from the bay, but the importance
of possessing the town in order to renew railway communication between
gonora and Slnaloa has led military
officials here to determine to make an
attempt at investment, and possibly
an assault of the federal position.
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EXCITEMENT OF UNCON
TROLLABLE NATURE
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INVESTIGATE
DEPORTATION OF PRESIDENT MOYER
OF THE MINERS

Calumet, Mich., Dec. 29. The inSanta Fe, N. M., Dec.
29. Fire,
supposed to have started from bits of quest into the cause of the Italian hail
paper jammed for years in ventilators, panic in Calumet, on Christmas eve,
broke out at the state penitentiary which cost the lives of 72 men, women
one mile from Santa Fe, at 9 o'clock and children, held the center of inthis morning, practically destroying terest in the Copper country strike
the wooden roofs of one cell house district this morning. Coroner William Fisher called the Inquest In the
and of the office building, and doing
town hall. The room was crowded
estimated damage of $15,000, covered
To Preserve Neutrality
to capacity.
Mexico City, Dec. 29, The Spanish by insurance.
A half dozen witnesses testified, inThe cell house holds 200 prisoners,
federal capipapers published in
Mrs. Annie Clemens, leader
cluding
tal comment today on the reported but with the exception of five con- of
the woman's auxiliary of the West000
British marines at Be victs, all were out at work. There ern
landing of
Federation of Miners, the organilize, British .Honduras, saying the ob are over 300 convicts W the peniten- zation
which was distributing Christject of the disembarkation of these tiary, and fearing an outbreak, two mas
to the children when the
gifts
troops is known to be the preservation companies of the National Guard were
in the Italian hall broke out.
panic
of neutrality and against any attempt- ordered to the pentientiary.
The testimony cf the witnesses dised importation of arms or ammunition
Governor McDonald, Adjutant Genproved the generally circulated ru-eral Herring and officers of the Na- mors that a mm
through British territory.
wearing- - a Citizens'
tional Guard were there a few min- Alliance button had
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SLAYERS
New York, Dec. 29. A trunk con
taining the body of a man who had
been bound hand and foot and mur
dered, was dumped out of a pushcart
in the heart of the East side today
and left in the gutter. The body was

still warm. '
'Look out for this trunk andi we
will pay you when we come back,"
said one of two men who led the cart
old res
to Samuel Trable, an
ident of Pitt street. The boy watched
it for half an hour, then told a police
man.
The murdered man was about 40
years old and emaciated. The lower
part of his face was muffled in a
red bandana handkerchief, by which
the police believed he had been smothered. The body had been doubled up
and packed in the trunk with a covering of straw.
j The pushcart men had left plenty
of fingerprint evidence on the trunk,
and, equipped with this, a large force
of detectives set out to find them.
A tag on the murdered man's coat
was marked "N. Sebulsky Brothers,
.

utes after the alarm was sounded.
The governor remained until the fire
was out. Excellent work fighting fire
was done by trained fire fighters of
the United States Indian school,
by Superintendent H, F.' Cos
goshali m? by tho volunteers, of San-- "
ta Fe, directed by Fire Chief Owen.
Guardsmen and fire fighters were
rushed to the scene in automobiles.
The penitentiary commissioners intended to have these roofs replaced
with slate in th near future.
The burned cell house was the one
in which the "wild ones," meaning
the desperate characters, long-terand life men, were confined, and during the progress of the fire these men
milled around within the walls In a
compact body, occasionally emitting a
chorus of yells and catcalls, whfch
give the impression that they rejoiced
at the destruction of their abode.
When they went into the new dining
room at noon the doors were locked
and it was announced that they would
be kept there the most of the after-

noon.

"""

Tonight the warden faces a probIt is probable that the desperate
characters will be given quarters in
the short-terthe other cell house, wnfl
men and trusties will bo bunked
on 'the ttbb1 of the dining room. Extra
guards 'and thev militia also will be
on duty during the night.
lem.

WAS IT LOVE?
MisB.",;
Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 29 Released
The coroner's 'phy&Kiiaiv. gave his from a cell in the county! jail that he
opinion that the man had been stran- might marry, Edward Green today was
gled to death. The neck was broken, returned to the custody of the turnbut this might have been done after
key after the ceremony. Green, who
death when the body wa forced into
is charged with assault, was joined in
the trunk.
matrimony to Katherine Lloyd in the
office of Judge Siets.
"I hope Edward will soon be released for it is certainly hard to
send a man to jail on his wedding
day," was ihe comment of the bride.

VIcksburg,

WILSON GETS BIO
FLOOD

THE

CONGRESS

OF MAIL

IS SWAMPED
MANY OF LITTLE IMPORTANCE

PRESIDENT

BY LETTERS,

Pass Christian, Dec. 29. Although
President Wilson is eft unmolested
by residents of this violuity, hundreds
of people in all parts of the country
daily are pursuing him through the
mails.
The president is devoting much
more time than he had expected to
correspondence. Dr. Cary Grayson,
his physician, today said the president
was lowly improving in health, but
needed more rest. Accordingly it was
stated that hereafter Mr. Wilson will
refrain from attempting to answer
communications except those of unusual importance. Of these there
have been few.

STRIKE IS EXPECTED
St. Louis, Dec. 29. That the strike
of telegraph operators and. station
agents on the St. Louis & San Francisco railroad will be called by noon,

was the indication early today.

A com-

mittee representing the operators and

in St. Louis

station agents arrived
last night and will confer with the
receivers at 10 o'clock today. The
railroad yesterday prepared for the
strike by having telephone equipment
installed over 2,000 miles of main line.

FESTIVAL
A FARMER'S
Pueblo, Dec. 29. Several hundred

farmers gathered here today to partir
exposition,
cipate in the
which opened at the Mineral Palace.
All agricultural sections of the state
are represented in the exhibits. A
"farmers' short course" of lectures is
a feature of the convention.
mid-winte-

rushed up the
stairs and Ehouied "Fire" and that
deputies stood t the foot of the
stairs and beat hack those coming out
of the hall. All testified to the effect
that they had not: seen any man wearing a Citizens' Ailumce button come
np thljs stairs ji
any pefoou itt' the
hall wearing such a button.
Mrs. Clemens has been generally
said to have been one of those who
persistently circulated the report that
the man who gave the false alarm of

continued European experimentation
and production.
"The people of the United States,
however, should be entitled to protection against the exhaustion of this
resource and its- exclusive control by
the scientists of other lands."
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V

TO

JERE

arrived in London today to complete,
BE PASSED it is
stated, the purchase of the Brazi- SKULL WAS FRACTURED
AN 3
GIVING THE, PRESIDENT
lian dreadnought Rio de Janeiro for
RIGHT HAND MASHED TO A
AUTHORITY
the Turkish government. The price
BLEEDING PULP
to be paid is said to be $15,000,000.
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THERE MIGHT HAVE WILL

UNKNOWN ftUN I
I

UNFORTUNATE TRAMP DIES FEW
TURKEY BUYS BATTLESHIP
HOURS AFTER BEING FOUND
29. Captain
London, Dec
Raeof
BADLY INJURED
Pasha, of the Turkish navy, whose exploits as commander of the Will-o- ' the
ACT Wisp Turkish cruiser Hamldieh dur- BOTH LEGS
SEVEEEI!
ing the Balkan war made him famous,

A

WILL

VALUABLE
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British Ministers To Act
London, Dec. 29. The governor of
British Honduras has not yet advised
the government here that British mar
ines have been actually stationed on
the Mexican frontier. Such action,
however, has been anticipated with
the view of stopping the supply of
arms and ammunition to the Mexican
rebels and guarding the British frontier against violation by either the
federals- or the rebels. '

be secured, and It is believed there
is a sufficient amount of carnotite
and pitchblende already in private
ownership in this country to permit of

OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT ADOPTS THIS
COURSE

GARD TO THE CALUMET
DISASTER

ARE HARMED SHE

CITY EDITION.

,

BE WITHDRAWN

'
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29, 1913.

N WHO YELLED RADIUM LANDS TO

NEW MEXICO

ATTACK

DECEMBER
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EXAMINING HARRY THAW
Concord, N. II., Dec. 29. The com-

UNABLE TO GIVE

WHILE AMERICA HAS THE ORE, mission appointed by the federal court
to determine whether it would be safe
IT IS UNABLE TO PRODUCE
to admit Harry K. Thaw to bail,
THE METAL
its examination of the Matte-awafugitive today. This examinaWashington, Dec. 29. Secretary tion and the study of the "case book"
Lane proposes to withdraw all lands of the Matteawan hospital covering
of the public domain suspected of con Thaw's record at that institution will
"
taining radium, that these precious occupy a week.
deposits may be secured for the gen
The commission plans to hold a puberal good and not become the subject lic
hearing next week, at which any
of private speculation.
interested parties may be heard.
Mr. Lane outlined nis plan today In
a letter to Chairman Foster of the
KAPPA ALPHAS IN SESSION
house mines committee,, urging immeMemphis, Tenn., Dec. 29. The andiate passage of a joint congressional nual convention of the southern
resolution to empower President Wil- branch of the
Kappa Alpha society
son to make the withdrawals. Investibegan in this city today and will congators of the geological survey have tinue until
Many memWednesday.
located public lands believed to conbers who have attained prominence
tain the precious substance now to
in public life, in the professions and
invaluable in medicine.
The
in business are in attendance.
By the terms of the proposed resoof
known
one
best
of
is
the
lution the secretary of the interior society
the' Greek letter fraternities. It was
would be- authorized "to conduct exfounded at Washington and Lee uniplorations and researches with a view
in lSf-- and vw has a'ctive
to .determining the practicability of versity
in more than 50 of the leadchapters
developing from such ores a supply of
insnintians of learning.
southern
radium aud to provide for the mining ing

such
supply of

radiums-bearin-

ores

i&rBOTS 10.10

..
i
govtjriuueut of the United States am?!
the hospitals ofnuL country.'
A HA'wiS VAULT
Mr. Lane points out that there aie
only two grams of radium at present
In the United States. It is valued at
CALIFORNIA FINANCIAL, INSTITU
?120,000 a gram. All has been proTION IS ROBBED BY CLEVER
cured from Europe.
THIEVES
on
Pago Five)
(Continued
"Three-fourthof the radium produced in the world during the year
San Francisco, Dec. 29. Cracksmen
1912," says Secretary Lane, "came
con
A FIRE BREAKS OUT from American ores, yet we have, up tunnelled 15 feet and pierced theBank
of the First National
walls
crete
to this time, taken no steps whatever
some time between
to preserve for our own people this of Oroville vault
and Monday
IN SAN SEBASTIAN invaluable metal, and our physicians closing time Saturday
obtained
$3,700 in silmorning.
They
and hospitals are dependent on Euthe manblow
to
but were unable
ropean laboratories for eueh supplies ver,
was
which
in
coin
safe,
steel
WHOLE OF SPANISH CITY SEEMS as they can procure and are subject ganese
amount of gold
much
a
stored
larger
Euto whatever monopoly charge the
DOOMED TO BE WIPED OUT
BY FLAMES
ropean laboratories demand for their and currency. ,
The news was telephoned here to
products."
me cnauiw,
In view of the known .effectiveness day by W. W. Uingies,
San Sebastian, Spain, Dec. 29. A
when tne
loss
the
discovered
who
fire which threatened to wipe
out of radium in the treatment of cancer
which
from
base
The
was
opened.
bank
In
now
exercised
most of this city, started at midnight and the difficulty
of a
cellar
the
was
worked
in the tenement house district and obtaining it, Secretary Lane says that the men
lodge
when
only
occupied
ten
this
in
building
was still raging unchecked at noon. as one person In every
were held at night, and they
The flames were fanned by a high country more than 50 years of age meetings
to
had ample time to dig their tunnel
wind. An immense block of buildings, suffers from cancer "it i difficult
g
or.secur-inat leisure and Btow.the dirt where it
overestimate
the
necessity,
mostly tenement dwellings, was desimmediately as large a. supply as would not he observed.
troyed before daybreak and thousands
Supposedly they worked up to the
of the Inhabitants of the surrounding possible oMhie mysterious remedy."
the
walls
says:
of the vault some time Saturday,
secretary
Continuing
district spent the morning in the
ores
in
is
found
"Radium
carrying waited to, be sure the bank was empty
streets, guarding such of their housewhich are and thf. attacked the concrete with
and
uranium
vanadium,
hold goods as they had been able to
silver within was lying
used extensively in the arts, and the drills.
remove. ,
processes by which It is extracted are loose, There was evidence td show
!
secret.
that the coin vault had been attacked,
,
Big Fire in Montreal
invented by but that the robbers' drills had not
been
"A
has
process
out
29.
Dec.
Fire broke
Montreal,
chemists in our bureau of mines the temper to pierce the manganese
here this afternoon in a block of the
which
promises, from the laboratory steel deeply enough to seat a sufficient
or
stores and houses at the corner
thus far made, to be suc- charge of nitroglycerin.
experiments
St. Hubert and Ontario streets. On
the endowment of two
Under
cessful.
account of the water famine the fire
is now being
a
building
Americans,
department was unable to check it. erected in Denver (whi;h, with its
At 2:30 o'clock 20 buildings had been
equipment, will be opened for work BRITISH
destroyed and the firemen were pre- in the
coming February), in which
paring to use dynamite.
an effort" Will be made to prove the
The water famine that has prevailcommercial possibility of this AmerLOST
ed here since the breaking of a main
ican process. If successful, this proseveral days ago compelled the fire- cess will be
given to the world, and
men to fight the blaze with only one all of the radium secured over and
stream from the hydrants and their above a small minimum will be the TERRIFIC STORM ON CHRISTMAS
DAY CAUSES LOSS Of
chemical extinguisher.
property of the United States and
SHIPPING
In half an hour the fire had swept will be, put into the hands of the
through a block. All the apparatus United States public health service
Mobile, La., Dec. 29. The Cheslie,
in the city was summoned and every for public use.
a
British schooner, out from Pasca-goula- ,
chemical extinguisher available was
it
"Under all these circumstances,
was reported to have been lost
of
hands
firemen.
placed in the
seems to me that the only prudent
From the block where it started, course that the United States can fol- in the storm that swept the Gulf of
the fire leaped across the street to a low is to withdraw such of its lands Mexico on Christmas Day. The Griflarge automobile garage, where a se- as are supposed to contain radium fin, an American schooner that sailed
ries of gasoline explosions threw jets from public entry. This will guard from Pascagoula lat Tuesday, had
of flames in all directions. At this against' these lands being taken up been heard from today.
The crew of tho Cheslie was bepoint Chief Trembley held a consul- by those who would not put them to
tation with his lieutenants, and sent their highest and most beneficial use. lieved to be aboard schooner George
for dynamite.
It would be inhuman to deprive other F, Soannell, which was anchored in
A mile of hose stretched to the St. p nations of access to our radium de the lower harbor this morning beLawrence river saved Montreal, after) posits if they alone are masters of cause of fog. The Cheslie, bound for
the secret by which, this mineral could Havana, bad a cargo of lumber.
hope had been abandoned.
s
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VICTIM

IS THOUGHT TO HAVS
BEEN AN ITALIAN ON WAY
TO PUEBLO

n

and treatment of

HIS

While walking in the Santa
Sunday morning at 12:30 o'clock,
J. W. Burks, night yardmaster, discovered a man, with both legs severed
from his body and with other serious
injuries, lying at the side of the maini
line track just south of the
freight
house. lie obtained assistance and
rushed the man to the Santa Fe hospital, where he died at 9:43 o'clock.
The man was in a
condition when found by Mr. Burks.,
and no information could be obtained
from him as to how he came by
neifher was he able to givo
his name. The supposition is that",
he was hoboiDg into Las Vegas oa
train No. 4 and fell from the bumpers, or was drawn under while trying to get off the train. The
that could be obtained from the
man was "Frank." The surname emit,:
not be understood. Ilo was a r"v
of huge stature, standing about s!
fet and weighing about 130 pounr
Fe-yard-s

scml-conselo- u

only-nam-

'Boll

tl

1

W

.

t

f

r

l

the hips while the right handmashed to pulp. His skull also vua
fractured.
Immediately after train
No. 4 left Las Vegas a freight engino
passed over the track where tb man
was found, and it is thought that the
fracture in the skull was due to this
engine hitting him as ho lay at the
side of the track.
There was nothing on the man's
person to identify him in any way.
Those who found" him say that he
probably was an Italian or at least a
foreigner and that !u stated whea
found that he was ou his way frora
Los Angeles to Pueblo, Colo. In his
pockets were found three pipes, a
small quantity of tobacco, a piece of
soap and a half of a bologna sausaga
with a small quantity of garlic.
The body was turned over to J. C.
anct
Johnsen and Son, undertakers,
burial probably will occur here at
onfre.
'

HE MAY ESCAPE DEATH

Los Angeles, Calif., Dee. 29. Failure
of the district atorney and Judge Gavin
Craig of the superior1 court to express
the degree of murder of Horace H.
Montague, traveling passenger agent
of the Southern Pacuic. is the technical error by which the. .father of
r,
Ralph Farlss, the youthful train
and his attorney hope to invalidate the sentence of death impoeed
upon him last Saiurday.
roJ-be-

IS GENTLEMAN

SHOOP

D. Siiot f,
."'.i - .T'lbn
Piior;n,
iis snucrintendent of
w'ujrb
the Chicago public schools to suecca
Mrs. Ella Flae,g Young; was cancelled
several days aso hy iht? wmrd of eua- cation, today fornmliy
and resumed his old post bm
TV'

rev,

tl-.-

first assistant superintendent.
GORGAS TO EE HAiSED

Washington, Dee. 23. Colonel Wi
Ham C, Gorgas, the army medical o
ficer who made the rannma
zone habitable for white men, so Ui
the A'hntle and Pv fie cw oi r
y thi pr ,it. st
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Streets in
Poorer Quarters.

San Francisco's Founder.
The two hundredth anniversary of

the birth of Father Francis J. Serra,
the founder of San Francisco, will be
celebrated in that city and by many
Catholic societies throughout the nation on November 2i. Father Serra,
a Franciscan, was born in the Spanish island of . Majorca, in the Mediterranean, November 24, 1713. He first
went to Mexico, and reached the palace of the Montezumas on New Year's
day, 1750. His first labors were among
the Indians of the Sierra Gorda. He
was afterward superior of a band of
priests in Lower California. He accompanied the military expedition of
Galvez into what is now the state of
California, and established the first
mission at San Diego. At the time
the Declaration of Independence
was being drafted in Philadelphia,
Father Serra and the three priests accompanying him were, on June 7,
1776, founding a mission three thousand miles away on the present site
of San Francisco, which was named
by them in honor of their order. He
died on the 29th of August, 1784. at
the age of seventy-one- .

COLOGNE CITY, OLD AND NEW
Municipal Exposition In German Town
That U Instruction to Its
Citizens.

FOREST
IS

MONDAY,

DECEMBER

29, 1913.

SERVICE

NEW
ATIN
opip

I11

AID TO

London. This year Cologne, which
has grown from 49,276 population in
1816 to 645,000, and soon will reach
020,000, when the, annexation of .Mul- heim is completed, has a municipal ex
Beauty Princess
Oy la Not Without
hibition, which she calls "Cologne Old
Street Said to Ea Moat Impres-- '
and New," says the Living Church. It CHIEF FORESTER QUOTES
cive of Any Thoroughfare
FIR.
appears, as the editor of the London
URES TO BEAR OUT THIS ASIn Europe.
Municipal Journal writes, after a visit
SERTION
'
to the exhibition, "that some of the
slume
Edinburgh. Edinburgh has
to
were
Inclined
Cologne taxpayers
that look and smell the thing they are.
Attempted frauds under the minin
grumble at the Cologne taxes." So the
There is something not only forbidofficers of the municipality conceived laws are usually resorted to by inter
the
in
ding, but almost threatening
' These come in Black, White, Pink. Blue and Brown.
is
ests in no way associated with minstreets of the poorer quarcanyon-lik- e
S.
ing,"
says Henry
Graves in his anneeded to complete the evening costum. Newest shape, best of style and
ter, with their huge grim tenements
nual report aa forester, "but the apbuilt of uncompromising stone and
1
unexcelled quality. AH sizes and widths. Per Pair
peal to popular prejudice has" Seen
rising high above the sunless streets.
One meets on the Old North bridge,
made in the name of the mining inwhich spans the gulf between two
1
dustry." He adds, however, that he
Wgh portions of the town,
is glad to be able to report that the
anc
in
their
hooded
women
shawls,
relations of the forest service with
oS
bearing in their faces the marks
the men who desire to develop the
poyerty, hard usage and Tice. One
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sees also on that historic bridge, how
mineral resources of the country are
of
Bird
man;
Mystery.
Snipe,
ever, many a lovely girlish face,
Increasingly cordial.
Very little Is really known about the
a daughter of the people such as in
At the same time,- - the report adds,
spired some of Burns' finest lovt snipe. That he is extremely interestthe
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full
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and
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sportsmen
31st.
The
land
mining laws afford the greatest
ing,
manifestly
Bongs.
cloak for land frauds In the national
native vigor, and the commonfoJi agree; that he is mysterious, nobody
WkW Vf
who has attempted to make the slightenow the desciplihe of the struggle-thaforests, and have been more commonthey and their ancestors have est study of his ways and habits will
ly misused than the other laws, belong waged with a thin soil, a dif- deny, for, like the wind, one cannot
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why
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exploration and
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"As a rule," says the report, "inEdinburgh still deserves its ancient er in Country Life. On a given bog
name of Auld Reekie, and between it; one may find plenty of snipe today.
sistence upon compliance with the'law
a
SALE
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boldly magnificent topography, its and yet tomorrow hunt in vain for
South SidePlasja
Established 1862
works not hardship but benefit to minat
its stormy Binele bird, and this even when no
smoke,
t
ers. The mining laws were passed to
skies, and its frowning and monumen- mospheric change has occurred. The
more
bird
the
their interests, and the specol
sort
this
studies
a
more
one
promote
tal architecture, it has
ial
of their business were
requirements
grandeur hard to match in other and one realizes how very little one really
Old City Gate, Cologne.
The snipe is
gayer cities. Holyrood is surely a knows about him.
in mind. It is only in apparent that the national forests are
kept
clearly
plain enough royal residence, but unique in his habit of drumming, or the idea of a purely municipal exhibi unusual cases that the best interests not an incubus on the mining industry,
where in any other town is there so bleating, as it is sometimes called. tion illustrating the work of the city
of either the mine or the miner would but, on the contrary, an aid to it, just
nobly and almost insolently dominant Th means by which the sound is by means of models, pictures, dia
a pile as Edinburgh castle. It gives produced is one of the most discussed grams, plans and charts, and showing be served by going, contrary to the as it has proved an aid to the best
the final touch of something like subjects in ornithology.
the citizens the value they receive in law or beyond the limits which the development of the Btock Industry on
return for their money, somewhat on law lias set. Even when the law the forests, both in the interest of the
domesticity to that aloof and high-se- t
mass of gloomy architecture to
No Affidavits With This Story.
the plan of our American budget ex works against the interest of single industry itself and in the Interest of
see at night the gleam of lights
so the yarn, goes, to illus hibits. They, however, were designed
Someone,
individuals, its Impartial enforcement the people who consume the product.
through a few of its long, slitted win- trate the intelligence of the collie, tells to show what was done with the is in
the interests of the industry as
"As with the stock industry, the
the
than
finer
be
can
the
dows. Nothing
of one which was possessed with
money after it waa spent, whereas,
t
bright- desire to take his naps on a bed in a the American exhibits are designed to a whole and of the public."
sadden holes of
proper relations of the fores service
ness that appear in the stormy skies certain room. Each time his master educate the people to demand the apMr. Graves says: "That the agi- with the mining industry should be
evenings. caught him on the bed he would pun uronriation 6f adequate sums. The tation of the alleged
of Edinburgh on summer
It Is entirely suitable
injustice clone
These aspects of the sky suggest ish him. So effectual was this that the exhibits are housed in a building spe the
matters in dispute between the
that
the
national
mining
industry
by
collie could often bo found in that cially prepared for the purpose, and
forest system has been either Inspir- forest service and individual miners,
room, to be sure, but sleeping inno they are wonderfully interesting and
ed by motives quite distinct from the or matters of administration affecting
floor. are
thouon.
the
some
corner
week
in
by
cently
being visited every
adSuspecting him, his master put his sands o tho Cologne taxpayers. "The welfare of that industry or the result the industry as a whole, should be
hand on the bed one day and finding crumblors." the editor declares, "are of mi3 apprehensions has grown in- justed through tho instrumentality of
it warm, he punished the collie again, silenced, and it is expected that the creasingly evident during the past an organization which the service can
The following day, missing the dog, grateful citizens will shortly rise in a
The American Mining congress regard as a representative of the minhe tiptoed up the stairs to the same body and demand a general increase year.
has
for the formation of state ers, and with which it can deal in a
provided
room and entering stealthily he in the salaries and emoluments of the
found the collie standing with his city." "We have visited," the editor committees to take up cases in which sipirt of mutual,' fairness, and regard
forepaws on the bed blowing on the further said, "other exhibitions in Ger- injustice seems to have been done for all rights and interests involved
spot where he had been lying,
many, but none quite like this one at miners by forest oKicers and lay them both individual and public. In practicool it off. From Elizabeth Gold Cologne, and it occurs to us that it before
the higher officials of the ser- cal working, such a system will presmith's "Toby, the Story of a Dog.''
will be a thousand pities if the valuor
if necessary before the secre- vent further misleading of public opin
able models, pictures and charts that vice,
A grievance com- ion by claimants, whose real griev
of
tary
agriculture.
; Clean Streams.
constitute its fnost attractive features
way in mittee appoint (j by , the tiuho Min ance against the forest service is their
Clean streams throughout this state are destroyed! or packed
mean haff a million dollars annually storehouses after the exhibition closes ing congress last year has presented inability to perpetuate frauds between
A state- in October."
saved to the commonwealth.
but one case, and that was found to misuse of the mining laws. Such
ment Issued from the department of
be a case In which no course other fraudulent claimants are seldom bona
fisheries shows these wardens mean HUBBIES MUST POUND ROCK
than that followed was possible un- fide miners. While frauds committed
business. They learned that the Sus
der
the law. Nevertheless, it is my or sought to be committed in the name
was
and
"badly polluted"
quehanna
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strong hope that similar, committees of the mining industry are legion,
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the court is that the later act repeals
that of 1SC6, insofar as it related to
the subject of electric power and that
the company must acquire Its rights
of way in accordance with the provisions of the later act
It was contended by the company
that It was protected In its tenure by
the laws of the Btate of Utah. On this
point the court says: "The proposition that absolute and perpetual rights
in the public lands may be acquired
for private gain by mere appropriation, without purchase or compensation, and in the exercise of a state
sovereignty which transcends the constitutional power of the congress, is
a somewhat startling one."
Shorn of its legal phraseology, the
court's decision may be Bummed up
as follows: That the constitution provides that congress has the power
to dispose of and regulate the use of
the territory belonging to the United
IStates, and that the people of Utah,
in forming their constitution and state
government,' forever disclaimed all
right and title to the public lands
within their state until these have
been disposed of by the government.
The terms of this provision were
later made a part of the constitution
of the state of Utah, and the federal
government, therefore, was secured in
the full control of the public lands
within the state, not only by the federal constitution but by that of the
state itself.
Moreover, t,he act of May 14, 1896,
which specifically provides for federal
regulation of electric power on government lands, was passed before the
Utah Power and Light company claimed any rights under the act of 18G6.
Therefore, since the power company
has not availed itself of the provisions
of the later statute which provides
for a permit, "its rights, if any are
subordinate to those of the government,"
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The skirt is not broad at the hips
(in common with many new ones)
the short train is not a mere wisp, or
trailing end, and there is plenty of
room to walk in. This is one of those
good designs which define the natural
figure with ample drapery and can a8
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STORY of a young French peasant whose
life is devoted to the Napoleonic cause.
A sustained tale with an ingenious plot, characters drawn with unusual understanding and
a pleasing charm of manner.
Don't miss this next serial which we will print!
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that power companies cannot secure
forests
rights of way across national
without complying with the regulations of the secretary of agriculture
has been completely sustained, according" to the officers of the forest
service, by the opinion of the circuit
court of appeals filed on November 14
In the case of the United States vs.
the Utah Power and Light company.
In this decision the court announces
that dtngress has assumed complete
control of the water power question,
so far as the public lands are affected, and that a state in the exercise of
S;ts sovereign authority cannot interfere with or transcend this constitutional power of congress:
Since Docember 15, 1900, the Utah
Tower and Light company has operpower works
ated Its hydro-electrion certain public lands to the state
because of the many
CRETONNE,
of Utah, now forming a part of the
patterns in which it is
Cache national forest. The federal
designed, and its excellent wearing
qualities, Is made up into a greater
government sought to enjoin the ocnumber of furnishing accessories than
cupancy of these lands until the comever before. It will stand much launthe
with
should
proviscomply
pany
dering (if the washing is done propions of the act of May 14, 1S9G. This
erly) and it comes in innumerable
to
act empowered the government
flowered patterns suitable for the bedroom of man, woman or child.
permit the use of, or rights of way
upon, public lands and national for-stThe best effects are achieved when
for the purpose of generating,
one starts with plan walls in some
attractive tint or in a neutral color,
manufacturing and distributing elecand with sheer white curtains at the
tric energy. The power company, on
windows.
the other hand, alleged its rights were
Having these, the next
The forest products laboratory at thing to do is to select a pattern in
secured and protected by the act of
cretonne that will harmonize with the
July 2S, 1866, now Section 2339 of the Madison, Wis., has made 4,000 tests wall and be suitable to the
person
woods.
American
of
on
the
of
decision
strength
The
.Revised Statutes.
for whom the room is to be prettily
garnished.
The windows first are provided with
curtains of the cretonne. A box seat
Is covered, with it and provided with
two or perhaps three cushions with
Then one prothe same covering.
ceeds to make the small convenient
belongings that are to be used' on the
dressing table or chiffonier.
There must be a pin cushion, a
rmnm
,r
iT
mi ii.n... .4,..
glove box and a handkerchief box.
There may be other things a little
cabinet for trinkets, a whisk broom
holder, a photograph frame, a candle shade, a work basket, a laundry
bag, etc. But one must not overdo
sven the pretty cretonne by making
ioo many accessories
and putting
ihem in evidence in the room.

The contention

.
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The skirt is full across the front and
draped at the left front and at each
side of the back. The bodice is very
low and somewhat too meager to be
worn without a yoke of fine net under it. With the present style of low
cut necks "V" 'shaped and otherwise'
very fine nets are used with guimpa
made either with a high or round neck.
They fit the skin and are Immensely
becoming. It is only the lady of dazzling fairness who can afford to dispense with them.
Beads, beaded bands and ornaments,
are used for garniture on the gown picJULIA BOTTOMLEY.
tured.

Paris, Hec. 29. The government's
tobacco monopoly brought a net income to the state last year of
or the largest return since the
foundation of the monopoly 102 years
ago. This vast profit was made out
of a capital of about $30,000,000, or
about onehird of the capitalization
of the lately dissolved American Tobacco company.
Visitors to Fraice are inclined to
criticize the quality of tobacco supplied them, principally because they
are unable to find their favorite
brands such as are on sale at home.
But as Frenchmen have no knowledge
of tobacco in any form, except such
as is supplied them by the govern
ment, they are quite content with the- qualities of tobacco, although they
may grumble at the prices. Much of
the tobacco smoked In France is
grown In the country itself. The government keeps a sharp eye on all raisers of the leaf, and the whole of the
crop must be sold to the state at a
fair appraisement.
Twenty great factories work up the
whole of the tobacco manufactured
in France, and the right to retail is
jealously guarded by the state. Permits to open tobacco shops are usually granted to widowfe of officers of
the army and navy, or of other employes of the government The wid-owusually lease their permUs to
other persons in consideration of fixed annual payments.
The price of
a cigar of a given quality is the same
all over France, and the same if one
cigar or a thousand are purchased.
The hotels and restaurants buy their
cigars at the same prices as they are
sold to the general public, but they
add from 50 to 100 per cent as their
own profit. There are 47,250 authorized tobacco planters in France,
who grow about 40 million pounds of
tobacco on 50,000 acres. The monop
oly, besides buying all the tobacco
grown in France, purchases 55 mil
lion pounds of foreign grown tobacco,
most of it being American leaf.

Mrs. Wilson of Nashville, Tenn
is famed the world over for
her wonderfully delicious cakes.
They are shipped to all parts
of the Globe for special affairs
where the best of Cakes are
demanded.

$150,-000,00-
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It is best with such furnishings to
dress the bed in white and to use a
white dresser scarf. Or the bed will
look well with a cretonne covering
having net or lace spread over it, or
one made of sheer fabric so that the
colors In the cretonne will just show

through.
Men like strong colorings, deep reds
and greens, strong blue, gold and
bronze. - For women softer colors and
rich, intricate patterns are chosen,
and for young people and children
sparsely scattered, familiar field flowers, of the kind they know and love.
A ground of the same color as that in
the wall (but not necessarily in the
same shade) graced with a gay pattern In flowers, or conventional de;
signs, will be sure to be pleasing. The
background in cretonnes should be
rather light, so that a room will look
very cheerful even on a dark, dreary
looking day.

This year, as in former years,
Mrs. Wilson enjoys the distinction of making the President's
Christmas Cake, using Calumet
Baking Powder.
Mrs. Wilson's Baking Motto is:
"To have complete success with

no failures, care should be used
in selection of Baking Powder."
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Some little time ago I made a careful study and investigation of the
baking powder subject and I feel fully repaid. I am firmly convinced
from the results I have received that there is no baking powder to
equal Calumet for wholesomeness and economy, and 1 also recommend
Calumet Baking Powder for its never failing results.
December 9, 1913.
Mrs. Betty Lyler Wilson.
Calumet also received the Highest Awards at the World's Pure Food
Exposition, Chicago and Paris, France, 1912.

a can of Calumet Baking Powder at once, and use
it in your Holiday Bakings, making your Christmas Cakes
as good as the President's.
Buy

o

Pasteboard boxes are used to make
foundations for toilet table accessories. The cretonne- is pasted to them.
It is not at all difficult to handle. The
success and beauty of a room so furnished depends upon the selection of
the right pattern and on knowing
when to quit. Although the cretonne
is used in pretentious houses as a
wall covering, instead of paper or
frescoing, too much surface covered
with gayly colored flowers is tiresome. A bedroom should be dainty
A French aerial squadron will short
and restful.
ly attempt to fly across the Sahara
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
desert, and the National Aerial league
has published the following itinerary:
TO CHANGE COLOR OF LACE
The airmen will start from Oran
and follow the railway lines as far as
White May Be Made Over Into Creamy Flgulg; afterwards they will cross the
Hue, Just Now So Much In
line of oases as far as Aoulef. BePopular Favor.
tween Aoulef and Timbuctoo the line
Have you ever noticed that cream of flight will lie across a desert waste
colored lace is usually more expensive completely lacking In landmarks for
than white lace, even of the same pat- the squadron's guidance. General Bail-loubelieves the flight to be an extern?
Not being able to buy any crfeam lace ceedingly dangerous one, and has sugcheap, it occurred to me that there gested sending a caravan to erect
must be some way of changing white stone
pyramids at various points for
to cream. I asked a friend about this,
and ehe gave me the following advice, the guidance of the airmen.
which I have since put into practice
with fine results: '
Guarding Agalnsts Croup The best safeguard against croup Is
Buy five or ten cents' worth Of
French ochre (a powder) at any paint a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
store. Mix three parts of ordinary Compound In the hemso. P. H. Ginn,
white talcum powder with one part of Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
very susceptible to croup, easily
the ochre for a light cream color, or, are
catch cold. I give them Foley's
if a darker shade of cream Is desired,
Honey and Tar
Compound and In
use more ochre. Put the mixture in a every
instance they get prompt relief
bowl and rub the lace as though wash- and are soon cured. We keep it at
ing It in the powder, a little at a time. home and prevent croup." O. G.
The white lace will become a lovely Schaefer, Red Cioes Drug Store.
cream. But be sure and do the work Adv.
in a room where the powder can be
easily dusted away, as it eettles over "CARMEN SYLVIA" 70 YEARS OLD
everything.
Bucharest, Dec. 29. Queen Elizabeth of Roumania, who is famous for
Whita for Winter.
We are to wear a great deal of her writings under the name of "Carwhite this winter. White serge, very men Sylva," celebrated her. seventieth
The
heavy, yet supple, is to be used for birthday anniversary
today.
coats and skirts, and quite often it queen was born a princess of Neu-wlewill be trimmed with white fur, or
Her marriage to King Charles
again with dark. White evening cloaks of Roumania took place in 18C9.
d
and mantles In rich satins and
are always lovely, and v hlte
house dresses in the new brooches "The Best Medicine I Ever Used"
"Chamberlain's Tablets us the best
have their own appeal to the artistic.
medicine I ever used for constipation,
Grandmother's Collars.
biliousness and headache," writes
Grandmother's old collars of fine Mrs. A. W. Milne, St.
George, Utah.
and sheer embroidery can be used as These tablets are
very
effectual,
easy
they are but the heavier ones of old and
pleasant to take. For sale by all
crocheted lace may be rejuvenated
Adv.
by going over the design in color. dealers.
Fill in the principal figure with
French knots worked In colors to
IN SESSION IN CINCINNATI
match the gown or in Bulgarian
O..Dec. 29 With promiCincinnati,
colors. This may be done with heavy
nent
scholars
from many educational
silk or cotton in washable shades.
institutions in attendance, the central
Fashion Novelty.
division of the Modern Language AsOne of the loveliest of the season's sociation of America
began its nine
fashions is the chiffon scarf that Is teenth annual
meeting in this city
combined with a fur boa. The boa is
attached to one side of a long chiffon today. The association has for Its
scarf weighted with long bead tassels object the advancement of research
This scarf Is to be drawn about the work in the field of modern languages.
hair and neck, while the boa falls ar
tistically off the shoulders.
Coughs That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and If
Jeweled Garter Fasteners.
they "hang on," can run one down
Jeweled suspended garter fasten- physiccally and lower the vital
rpsis
one
woman's
of
modern
the
ers are
tance to disease. Mr. Bob Fercnison
extravagant fancies. Some of these 319 Pine St, Green Bay, Wise, writes-"was greatly troubled with a bsd
have pendant settings dangling from
them'-t- he
question is, do they tickle! cough that kept me awake nights
.The fancy, of course hut in additior Two small bottles of Folev'g HoneT
aad Tar Compound completely cured
to that, do they tickle?
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Dru
Store. Adv.
d
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RATES

Round trip tickets will be on sale to all stations on the
in New Mexico and Colorado on December 23, 21, 25, 31, 1913 and January 1, 1914. Final
limit on all tickets January 5, 1914.
A. T. & S. F. Railway

FARE FOR THE ROUND
Watrous, N. M...
Wagon Mound, N. M
Springer, N. M
Raton, N. M
Trinidad, Colo.
La Junta, Colo

$ 1.10
2.40
3.80
5.95
'.. 7.00
9.70
12.13
10.65
Colo... 12.00

Ribera, Jf. M..
Lamy, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M
Albuquerque, N. II.
Ciovia,

...f

1.60
3.50
4.53
7.10

'..

N. M

Roswell, N. M.......
Holly, Colo
Portalea, N. U...
Pueblo,. Colo
Texico, N. M.
Colorado Springs,
'Gallup, N. M..'.
14.20
El Paso, Tex
Denver, Colo
INTERMEDIATE
POINTS AT SAME RATIO.

17.93
23.75

18.95
17.95
15.55
20.35

In addition to the above dates tickets will be on sale December
19th, 20th, 1913, to all stations on the A. T. and S. F. In New Mexico

at the same rates to teachers and students on presentation of

cer-

tificates signed by officer in charge of school.
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"No Need To
Watch It"
)

14.

i

Many a house has
been burglarized durincr
the brief time the po
liceman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses' provided with
electric light protect
themselves.
Let us wire your house for

i. if,

,'i

electric light and give you t!s
!est burglar insurance obtainable- Rt ny price. Our n iri
i
your Rt minimum c

'
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the rt'port of the inspectors, the sanitary shortcomings o many villages
are set forth in plain terms. For instance, of one town ic 13 said: ''Health
sentiment is at a low ebb here. The
health officer was attending a picnic,
but the flies were attending to business in the unscreened, filthy privies
and garbage heaps around the town."
This particular (town Is not likely
to be proud of tbia report, and the
health officer will undoubtedly begin
to clean things up. In contrast to this
it was said aboufjtmotheV town: "This
is the most
sanitary little
village visited by the special. A good
progressive president and health officer, backed by a s$end!d sanitary
sentiment." In many places it was
found that the health department was
active and efficient,! but was not supported by the? propel ygblic sentiment
This is the chief shortcoming of most
places, on the 'part jbolh of the citizens and of the ttyorjj town authorities who fail to vote sufficient money
to carry out sanitary measures effectively. While there ' was no Intention of being hypercritical the truth
was plainly told in the report, and
without doubt the awakening secured
by the health train and the report on
sanitary conditions will work a great
Improvement, Michigan, of course, is
not different In this regard from
other state, and the report on conditions there would probably apply almost exactly to any state making a
similar inspection. The . method of
teaching personal and public hygiene
by the health train, says The Journal
of the American Medical Association,
ia a modern Invention that should be
encouraged,
d

DECEMBER

29, (913.

BISHOP CONDEMNS DANCING

Bar De Luc, France, Dec. 29. The
Bishop of Bescanoa today issued a
pastoral letter forbidding the dancing
of the tango In his diocese.
"The tango is intensely dangerous,"
he says. "It is one. of the greatest dissolvents of the morality of France."
Lame back may come
work, cold settled in the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right

from overmuscles of
In the two
remedy la

BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
should be rubbed in thoroughly overj
tne anectea part, tne reller will be

HOSPITAL THANKS ILFELD

HAKES A
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-

GIFTS
MANY

DONATIONS

trans-taiasio-

WERE MADE
AT THE
SEASON

;

'

U

CANCELS MORTGAGE ON
ETERY CHAPEL

CEM-

u3

May it prove Full of

PAST MASTER OF MASONIC LODGE

prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50o and $1.00 per
The Las Vegas hospital gratefully
bottle. Sold bj
Centra! Drug Co. Adv.
acknowledges the following Christmas
remembrances:
NEW JERSEY TEACHERS MEET
Mrs. Charles Lewis, a large turkey;
Atlantic City, N. J., Dec. 29. Atlan Las Vegas Mercantile company, two
tic City today became the Mecca of1
turkeys; J. C. Johnsen and &on, two
the school teachers of New Jersey,
rugs; Miss Nora Morrlssey, screen;
the occasion being the opening of the Helen
Danziger, half dozen towels;
fifty-nintannual meeting of thai-stat- Ike
Davis, one dozen towels and six
association. The program predishes; 'Mrs. Leon Durham, sit dishpared for the meeting extends over es; Mrs. A. D. Higgins, two salad
three days and is replete with Interdishes; Mrs. James E. Johnson and
esting features. Judge Ben B. Lind-se- friends, Logan, N. M., 1 dozen towels;
of Denver and Dr. George. D.
James Leonard, half dozen bath towStrayer of Columbia university are
els; Mrs. Guy, H. K. and E. S. Wilamong the scheduled speakers.
liamson, half dozen towels; Mr. and
Mrs. P. G. Walton, Kansas City, Mo.,
Gas in the stomach comes from food one pair blankets; Mr. and Mrs. W.
which has fermentea. Get rid of this G. Ogle, flowers; Dr. Woodling, "Story
badly digested food as quickly as pos- of Spanish-America- n
War";. Lakevlew
sible if you would avoid a bilious at$5..
Thimble
Chicago,
club,
tack; HERBINE Is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
The following additional contribustomach, liver and bowels, and re- tions to the Las Vegas hospital fund,
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv. have been received by .Charles Ilfeld:
Dodge City Milling company, Dodge
City, Kan. $10.- ARE Lamar Milling company, Lamar,
"MUTT AND

Happiness a.nd Prosperity
j

e

h
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GIFT

'THE INSTITUTION
CHRISTMAS

i

GENEROUS

FRIENDS FOR

Members of the Masonic fraternity
not soon will forget the good time they
enjoyed Saturday evening at the installation of officers and anquet given
by Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F. and A.
M. About 100 members of the lodge
were present which is a large gatherTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ing for so busy a night as Saturday
Daily, by Carrier
when the stores are kept open until
1 .15
f'er Copy
late in the evening.
.35
.
Pae Week
Dr. William Porter Mills, the retir.65
One Month
ing worshipful master, had charge of
ttee Year
- 7.50
the installation ceremonies, which
. Daily, by Mall
were impressive. The following off$6.00
One year (In advance)
icers were installed:
8.00
Eix Months (In advance)
Guy M. Carey, worshipful master;
7.50
One Year (in arrears)
A. M. Staley, senior warden; H. W.
3.75
Bix Months (In arrears)
Clark, junior warden; Robert L. M.
Ross, treasurer; H. S. Van Petten, secWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
retary; II. R. McKee, senior deacon;
GROWER
Harry .Wenger, junior deacon; Rev. J.
.l' .$2.00
S. Moore, chaplain; N. O. Hermann,
Dae Year ...
' '
1.00
tyler.
pix Months
officers
d
Each of the
which it
after
a
made
short
address,
(Cash in Advance for Mall
was announced that Charles Ilfeld, one
Subscriptions)
'
of the oldest members of the lodge and
Remit by check, draft or money
JEFF"
a past master, wished to make a
tenter. If sent otherwise we will not
$10.
T'
Colo.,
,
Christmas present to tne 'Masons'.'
m responsible for loss.
W. R. Abbott, Denver, Colo., $5.
The
gift was a most substantial one
LAS
on
COMING
TO
VEGAS
free
N.
R. D. DeGraftenreid, Buchanan,
application.
Specimen copies
amounting to $1,200. Mr. Ilfeld held
" M., $10.'
THE "SHOP OCULIST"
a mortgage for that amount upon the
Bernard Appel, City, $5;
KLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE TO HAVE
new gate lodge at the Masonic ceme$5.
A.
(
Strauss, City,
The "Shop Oculist". Is an establish
i j COMIC
, EXPIRATION OF TIME
PLAY ON JAN.
tery,
having advanced the money in
i
D. W. Condon, $10.
PAID FOR
ed institution In most shops and facorder
that work might not be stopped.
,;)UARY 7
comLas Vegas Light and Power
tories. He is a workman who has had
was intended by the Masons to reIt
pany, $25.
"Mutt and Jeff in Panama" is the
pay the loan at the earliest possible
Advertisers are guaranteed the considerable experience in removing
opportunity, but Mr. Ilfeld had another
tmrgest dally and weekly circulation cinders, emery, ete.v from the eyes of name of a play that Managers Duncan
He usually has and Browne of the Duncan opera
f any newspaper in northern New his fellow employe
plan in view. He was awaiting the
a steady hand and a good eye, and house have engaged for a performance CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL
RJexlco.
holiday season, when gifts are' in orhas two or three Instruments and a here on the evening of January 7.
der., j
IS ENJOYABLE EVENT The presentation of the Ilfeld gift
magnifying glass with which to re- The play has made a big hit everyTELEPHONES
move the foreign body. These tools where It has been shown. It delightwas made by William J. Lucas, who
Main 2 are
(Business Office
ever clean, and he himself ed the people of Topeka, Kan., and
stated that Mr. Ilfeld desired to make
hardly
News Department
Main 9
makes no pretense at being surgical- Denver, Colo., as well as those of sev- YOUNG FOLK OF TEMPLE MONTE-FIOR- a present to the Masons and to the
IN
PARTICIPATE
entire community. Mr. Lucas then proly clean. He gets the patient in a eral other cities. Managers Duncan
GOOD PROGRAM
duced the cancelled mortgage, and the
strong light, and picks and scrapes the and Browne were fortunate in being
MONDAY, DECEMBER, 29, 1913.
delicate tissues of the eye until lie able to get the play. They expect a
assemblage began to applaud and call
The children's fastival given In ob- loudly for Mr. Ilfeld. Mr. Ilfeld made
dislodges the little particle. At least, large attendance.
servance of the feast of Chanukkah a short address in which he told of
NEW YUAK'S DAI
he tries to dislodge it, and usually
at Temple Monefiore yesterday after- the
early day history of the
succeeds, but almost invariably leaves
Cure Your Cold While You Can
noon was largely attended, the build- Masonic cemetery. The first three
Ne w Year's is a unlyue holiday, says
'
behind much scratched and roughenMore real danger lurks in a cold
ing being filled to capacity. The, pro- persons to be buried there met violent
John A. Slelcher in Leslie's Weekly. ed tissue. As a rule, the eye gets than In
any other of the minor ail- gram was excellent
it is uniiue any otner. it mingles a well, for a strong man can withstand ments. The
deaths, one or two being victims of
safe way is to take
the voluntary played by Indian outrages, while one was acciluneral and a festival. We ring out much
Following
physical misfortune, but even Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and Mrs. Charles
.'he old and we ring In the new.
O'Malley exercises were dentally shot. As these men were
he gets well, the1 unnecessary scrap rid yourself of the cold as quickly as
if
in
We bid farewell to the aecreplt old
participated
by the boys and girls members of the Masonic fraternity the
leaves a scar, usually In the cen possible. For sale by all dealers.
of the confirmation crass of 1914. This Masons
anan with a scythe and we shake hands ing
provided a plot in which they
Adv.
with (lie husky chap, rosy of cheek, ter of the eye, which m6re or, less
class is composed of the following: should be laid to rest. This was In
vision.
with
interferes
Edwin Rosenthal, Theodore Rosen- - the early sixties.
strong of Jirub, fresh in the fullness permanently
of hope and ambition, who comes to Frequently the dirty and unskilful
wald, Herman Bacharach, Alberto
Following Mr. Ilfeld's remarks the
D. HAND RESIDENCE Greenberger, Elvln Appel, Carl Ilfeld, Masons
auake his bow and present his cre- manipulations of the J "shop oculist"
formed in a circle, in the cenproduce an Infection or poisoning of
dentials as "The New Year."
Clarabelle Adler Alice Regensberg and ter of which the mortgage was burned,
Two members of
We say "good bye" to the old year the eye, and pus forms and the eye
It was decided to call the gate lodge
DESTROYED BY FIRE Palo Rosenthal.
'with all its memories and welcome becomes lost or very badly damaged,
this class were unavoidably absent, at the cemetery the "Charles Ilfeld
rtbe new with all its aspirations. The and the other eye even may be lost
these being Leona Greenclay and Jo Memorial Chapel." in grateful recogni
ORIGIN seph Nahm.
old reminds us of pleasant hours, pain from sympathetic Inflammation. The BLAZE OF UNKNOWN
tion of Mr. Ilfeld's gift. The gate
After these exercises the reading of
RUINS A HANDSOME OLD
ful lessons, gains and losses, lights "shop oculist" is responsible for many
lod'e Is a handsome structure, con
STRUCTURE
and shades, and thus it marks
eyes that are lost by improper treat
essays took place. These were given taining a beautiful little chapel and re
ment directly after a slight injury.
milestone in life.
byi members 'of the Sunday school. ceiving vaults and a home tor tne
This morning at 10 o'clock a fire Essays read were as follows: "Cha sexton. It is artistic and useful and
The new year reminds us that life's
started In the house at the J. D. Hand nukkah," by Max Ilfeld ; ""The Future adds to the beauty of the cemetery.
Journey must have an end and that
ranch at Los Alamos, resulting in the Life," by Edwin Rosenthal; "The Bimaster's
the end is nearer than before. It is
During the evening a past
total loss of one of the most beautirul ble," by Julia Kauffman; "The Sab
Dr. William
a time for sober reflection and new
to
was
presented
jewel
and historic adobe residences In the bath Day," by Ethel Danziger, and
resolutions. It is the day that brings
CURRENT MAGAZINES
Porter Mills by William G. Haydon
state. The' fire started from an un- The Day of Atonement" by Violet
the children back to the old home-behalf of the lodge. The banquet
on
known origin, and continued at a de- Hoffman.
father
stead to greet the white-haire- d
a most enjoyablo affair. The food
was
At the completion of this part of was1
of the
and bless the happy mother. Even Black Stockings No Longer "Smart" structive pace until the entire resiprepared by the Order
the program a concert was given by
the returning prodigal is sure of a In the evening smart women avoid dence was mined.
Eastern Star.
Through heroic efforts all the fur- members of the Sunday school, which
welcome on New Year's day.
black stockings like poison, .says a
So let it be a festival of renewed writer in the January Strand, they niture was saved. The property be- proved interesting in every way.
PRINCETON ALUMNI MEET
now In Those who; assisted In this were Clara- of
affection, forgiveness and peace 'a are not' smart not even with a black longed to Mrs. Hand, who is
Minenapolis, Dec.
California..!.! MrMJand.. also is out or belle Adler, Frederick Ilfeld, Natalie
'at-- '
'ahd
good day on which, to set aside the dress, as arule;0 Pale, flesh colored
their
college
of
the prowess
little animosities, envies and Jealous- stockings the thing today. No matter the state. The total loss Is placed at Adler, Alice Danziger, Monroe Graaf,
ihia unlrit with cheers and
Ronald
Mildred
Insurance.
Helen
covered
Appel,
Graaf,
$12,000,
by
what color the dress may be, flesh
ies that mar the daily life.
scores of Princeton gradAppel, Corine Kauffman, Manuel Ros- class yells,
Resolve in the new year to live on colored stockings will always be cor
to Minneapolis today
flocked
en wald, Caroline Jacoby and Alice uates
higher ground in a more healthful and rect with any frock which allows- the
reunion of the Princeannual
Guarding Againsts Croup
the
for
chil
The best safeguard against croup is Regensburg. This completed the
happier atmosphere, rejoicing in the throat and neck to be seeftsince.l)hey
northwest. Visitors
the
of
dren's part of the afternoon's enter- ton clubs
jgood fortune of others even if it be carry out the same note or coior. a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tax
Norm
Wisconsin,
H. Glnn, tainment
from Iowa,
denied to ourselves, realizing that With tailor-made- s
and with afternoon Compound in the house. P. children
Minnesota are at- and
writes:
MIddleton,
"My
Dakota
con
Ga.,
of
remainder
South
The
the
program
whll some must win and some must dresses the stocks should match the are
-very susceptible to croup, easily
therine. Dr. John Grier
of musical selections and read
j.
lose, and some must rise while others dress or the shoes or the gloves, or catch cold. I give them Foley's sisted
of Princeton UniMr.
president
in ings by the' following people:
Hlbben,
fall, all must sulfer, in the end, who at least some note in the general color Honey and' Tar Compound and
as
the guest of honor
every instance they get prompt relief Julius Krause, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Earl versity, is here
scheme. $
sin.
at
We
cured.
it
are
soon
and
keep
Mrs.
Charles
O'Malley. at the convention.
Make this the happiest of all New
The color scheme! Until the world home and prevent croup." O. G. Choate and
The services were concluded with a
"Years by believing sincerely in the ceases to revolve there will be some Schaefer, Red Ooss Drug Store.
selection hy Mrs. diaries O'Malley's
OKLAHOMA TEACHERS MEET
'
fellowship of men, the virtue ot wom- colors that do not suit .certain women. AdV,i
nee. 29. School teach- excellent
an
This
violin
club.
proved
uioa,
en, and the goodness of God.
Many people look hideous In one parcorner o
of
members
who
are
feature. Those
c--:
'
ers from every nook and
ticular color, while another will
HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
Miss
numuer
Miss
a
are
this
club
wltn
Myers,
Lucy
Oklahoma together
thlr. whole appearance. I do Charleston, g. C, "Dec. 29. "Mili- Theima
states.
Miss Katherfne
other
Conian,
TIIR HEALTH TRAIN AS A change
from
educators
one
French
not believe there is
noted
single
an- the
Miss Ruth Seelinger, Miss Nelfor
STIMULUS TO SANITATION woman In Pariwho Is Ignorant as to tary. History'' heads the list of more
a
rttv
today
fi,ia
than 50 topics tbat'are to 'receive' at- lie
Mr.
State
parnell, Miss Virginia Floyd,
which colors do' bo suit her. And
nual convention of the Oklahoma
The value of a health train, now when once she has discovered them tention at the annual Convention of Walter Kolbo and Mr. Charles Fanassociation.
the American Historical association, ning. Miss Caroline Greenberger and Teachers'
of Oklaho- Tieing employed in come states to edu- she never wears them in any circum
which convened in this city today for Miss Lucile Swallow accompanied the Brooks of the University
bet
of
value
on
the
asBocia- cate the people
(a resident of the
stances.
i
a two days' session. Professor R. club.
'"
ter hygiene and sanitation, is unhis annual address at
M. Johnson of Harvard will present
Boxes of candy were distributed to tion delivered
doubted. It gives direct Instruction
convention
a report from the committee on "Mili all the children of the Sunday school the opening session of the
FARMER'S , WEEK i BEGINS
in personal and community hygienic
The
gatnenus
"
State College, Pa., Dec. 29. Far- tary History" and' Major General Leo- and those who took part in the pro- this afternoon.
Tr"nclples, and the printed reports of
three days.
of nard Wood is scheduled to lead In the gram.
continue
feature
train
influential
an
the
mers'
week,
accompanying
the Inspectors
in this state discussion.
Also of interest to the
concerning the towns and villages the rural uplifmovement
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
OKLAHOMA BAR MEETING
shrouKh which the train passes have be&an today at't'Jeeiusylbania State military historians will be an address
Chicago, Dec. 29. Commission buyOklahoma
City, Okla,, Dec. 29.
become a strong stimulus to eanitary College. Hundreds of agriculturists by Assistant Secretary of War Henry
atwhich developed at a slight defamrovement This Is accomplished from all parts of the state are in
Breckenridge on "The Archives of the Many men widely known as represen- ing,
a rally today in
tatives of the bench and bar were cline, brought about
through appeals to local pride tendance. The meeting will be marked War Department."
was unchanged
present here today at the opening of wheat. The opening
s.nd through light thrown on specific by 100 lectures and practical demonlosses wera all
the
but
to
the
lower,
the annual meeting of the Oklahoma
The state board of health strations. The rural school,
Alcfects.
scored a deOne
December
Day
To Cure a Cold tit
of'
plant breeding,
Bar association. The program covers overcome and
f Michigan during the summer ran a
BROMO
LAXATIVE
QUININE
Take
and
ckled
gain.
two days and has as Its leading feat
Itealth train through the state, touch- animal husbandry, soil fertility,
cent
The close was firm 12 to
Interest the handling of meat on the farm are Tablets. Druggists refund money if ure an address by Rome G. Brown of
Great
at
points.
many
'
ing
GROVE'S
W.
E.
cure.
sigto
it
fails
Minneapolis on "The Recall of Con- net higher.
was manifested In the lectures and the among the subjects that will receive
nature is on each box. 25c.
Predictions of colder weatber put
stitutional Safeguards."
exhibits connected with the train. In attention.
Entered at the postoffice at East
n
r.s Vegas, New Mexico," for
States
the
United
through
Pali8 a.3 second close matter.
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TAUPERT
JEWELER.
firmness into corn after an early dip.
off to Va up, underPrices started
went a moderate sag all around and
then went above Saturday's level.
The close was strong at an advance
cent net.
to 2
of
Oats reflected the action of corn.
First sales of provisions varied from
a shade to 1Q cents higher, but transactions later were at a net loss. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, May 90; July 87.
Corn, Dec. 70&; May 68. J
Corn, May 41; July 40.
WW $20.67.
Pork,
Lard, Jan.?il065JIay $1L"
Ribs, Jan. $10.70; May $11.02

1

Canadian Pacific rallied two
points, and Texas, company showed,
some sympathy with the boom iu
Standard oil subsidiaries.
Prices slipped back again after the
Immediate requirements of the shorts
had been filled. Reading and New
Haven reached their lowest on the
setback.
The market closed steadier. Much
of the bear selling during the day was
predicated on the expected rise in
money rates. Call money reached six
percent bef ore f(1Jts. tendency was';''"',1'
checked by large offerings.;' A drop
in New Haven to 3 3 points below
its best was followed by a final stif-- "
fening of prices. The last sales were:
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
741,4
iimalgamated Copper
New York, Dec. 29. Development of Sugar .,,,
08
weak spots gave the marka a, down- Atchison ...
.....'94
109
ward course today. Traders who Northern Pacific
168
took the short side attacked vulner- Reading',,"
89
able issues with vigor. Realizing Southern Pacific
154
sales were effective among the lead- Union Pacific
ers, which have risen recently from 5 United States Steel
58'
to 10 points.
106
United States Steel, pfd..
Renewed European selling of CanaKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
dian Pacific was one of the principal
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 29. Hogs,
factors in depressing prices and the
loss In this stock was extended to receipts 6,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
Bulk $7.707.90; heavy
more than three points. Weakness of higher.
New Haven teuded to unsettle
the 7.857.95; packers and butchers
market for a time.
$7.757.90; lights $7.657.95; pig '
Marking up of copper metal prices $6.757.25.
$
heer and the advance in quotations
Cattle, receipts 10,000. Market stea-da- y
to strong. Dressed beef steers
abroad stimulated the copper Btocks
temporarily, but these shares later be- $7.258.40; western steers $67.75;
came affected by the heaviness of the southern steers $5.508; cows $4.60
remainder of the list. The recession
7; heifers $6.508.75; bulls $57;
became more pronounced toward noin, calves $6.5011.
and Reading, Union Pacific and Steel
Sheep, reecipts 11,000. Market stealost one. Bonds were irregular.
dy to strong. Lambs $7.258.25;
The upward movement faltered yearlings $5.757.25; wethers $4.75
when professional selling stopped at (S5.50; ewes $45.
midday.
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stitutions of learning on the continent,
members of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science and
its numerous affilliated scientific or
ganizations, gathered in Atlanta today
meet
for the association's sixty-fifting, which will continue through the

iOURTOON

PERSONALS

h

Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Homaine. Adv.
C. C. Davis of Raton was a buslo jss
visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. E. Stout of Watrous was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. R. James of Raton was a busi-

Get busy before our stock
is exhuasted

week.
1

REMEMBER! our entire
stock of ladies and misses tailored suits and ladies, misses
and children's coats, and also

I

V

The various branches of the association will discuss such subjects as
astronomy, botany, entomology, philosophy, psychology and education at
daily joint meetings with the affiliated
societies interested In those branches of science.
Most of the subjects to be considered by the Association for the
Advancement of Science are" technical. Some of the addresses, however,
will receive general attention. In the
latter class will be addresses on "The
Development of Our Foreign Trade,"
"The Health of the Mother in the
South," arid "Science, Education and

MAN

MONDAY,

DECEMBER 29, 1913.

VIIO YELLED

"FIRE"

WORE

NO. BUTTON
(Continued from Page One)
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TO ACCUMULATE MONEY IN OUR.
BANK TILL HE HAS TRIED .

An'army of thrifty people is laying up money in savings deposits.
Per Cent on savings deposits.
Four
i
pay

Why not you?
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ness Is surprising. Kidney and blad.000 Initial session this
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afternoon. To- tack on Charles H. Moyer at Calumet a number of handsome floral offer'
der Ills cause these troubles, but if Sheepherders fi
4
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as dimorrow night the society will give a were scheduled today by John H. ings were deposited about the base
rected relief follows promptly, and SCIENTISTS MEET IN ATLANTA
c. a.
banquet at which socialism in all its Walker, president of the Illinois Fed- if the Gladstone monument which
she ills disappear. Contain no habit
of
29.
Hundreds
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lands in front of St. Clement Dane's
Atlanta, Ga.,
phasea will be discussed by well eration of Labor.
tflrming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
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LOBBY RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS

TUB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night
munication first And O. R. (3. hall, on Douglas avenue
Ihird Thursday In g o'clock. Visiting members are ee
each month. Tlsltlni dially welcome
J. C. Wertz, Prei
brothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
Wb. P. Mill, Baily. Treasurer.
W. M., H. 8
Pettwn, Secretary.
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West Bound
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A. Brinegar, H.
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O. O. F. LAS

Meets every Monday evenlne at
ATTOKNEYsq
All vltUln.
HUNKER A HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attei;4
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunke
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V.
G.;
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wert
Las
New Mex'-Vegas,
Treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj
eggs for hatching on Trustee.
See William Shilling-
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DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1S
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
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giving you
present for do-

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
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BetferEMPRESS

FLOUR realb

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'6 A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl?
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second ahd fourth Mondays
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan

SILVER

Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Visitin
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcone anr
cordially Invited.
Sonsul;

G.

OF
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804.

MERCHANTS CAFE
The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vejjas

C. C.

CLAYT0N,rrp

517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

IN

HANDY

Both on the Same Search.
of the average explorer
seems to be to acquire enough material for a lecture."
"Yes, that t my wife's aim when
she explores my pockota." '

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
JONES-BOWEft-

'

23
E. A.

S

MONUMENT

FRENCH-GRE-

Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
--

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be oK-tained in this city from

ALL, GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

lbs., or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
SO lbs., to 200 lb,, Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba, Each Delivery

--

2,000

.

1,000 lbs.,
200 lb.,

AGUA "PUR

A

.

..20c per

106 iba.
.25c per 180 Ibt,
!0c per 108 Iba.
40c per 188 Iba.
-- .50c per 188 Ike.

COMPANY

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
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"So your papa gave you a new watch
before school began, did he?"
"Yes; an' now when I get to school
I kin look at it. and see how many
minutes I am late."

The object

Vs. Silver Spoon

Miscellaneous

Eskimo?

Li--

This elegant Rogers'

FOR SALE 40 horse power touring KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
car, in good order, ?250 if taken at
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
once. Biehl Carage.
W. O. W. hall. Sixth strtwt. nn tho
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fler
man. President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR RENT Cottage
in desirable cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
neignDornooa, newly painted, pa 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
pered, electric lights. Low rate. Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Phone Purple 5301.
East Las Vegas, N. M,

The Landlady Yes, our table is al
ways up to date. We have beautiful
red candles on it at supper time.
Mr. De Boarder Candles for supper? Madam, do you think I am an

PllrV
J.
hJt

For YOU!

For Rent

I

It Will Be

THE ONLY UNION

B.

fourth
Thursday evening eact
room; no health seekers. Phone month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltln
Purple 5301.
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn SecretAry
FOR RENT Five room house 911i
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Second street. Inquire 820 Railroad
I. O. of B. B. Meets
The
Tenderfoot Ah, well, as
every first Tue
Avenue.
day of the month In the vestry room
Shakepeare says, "What's In
name?"
Df Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
Alkali Ike Call me one that
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
don't like and I'll Bhow you.
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlet
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses, Greenclay, Secretary.
STARTLING
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,

The Optic Office
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P. O. ELKS Meetaw "wvitu PIIU
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Chambermaid at Las Ve
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Wicks Is he an honest politician 1
gas hospital.
Hicks Sure thing. Why, he payi
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
cash for every vote he buys.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
Secretary.
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In height and Is a candily has stood for a' long time and prob- ZVi inches
basketball team. Placing
the
for
date
much
longer
ably will stand for a
pevio.I.' Robertson was the greatest the ball in. the basket should prove
Van Dyke.
place kicker the middle west ever an easy feat for
in the pur-du- e
was
killed
He
produced.
The Washington and Jefferson colrailroad wreck of October 31,100;!.
lege weekly is. piqued as a result of
Cornell won permanent possession the rating generally accorded the
cross country 'varsity football team this season. The
of the intercollegiate
championship cup by winning the in- editor fixes the status of the eleven
tercollegiate race at New York city as follows: "And so we refuse to
22. The peculiar feature of make any estimate of our own standNovember
ROBERTSON KICKED MORE GOALS
was
that Cornell athletic au- ing. We believe AV. and J. has the
win
the
THAN
BRICKLEY
OR
were
not aware of the fact greatest team dm the country.. We
thorities
ECKERSALL
until several weeks later. Of the 15 believe our team could beat Harvard,
New York, Dec. 20. What appears cross country races Cornell has won that It did beat Yale, practically, and
to be a record field goal Kicking feat 13, but it was not until 1908 that the that it should not be ranked below
Inhas been uncovered in' the middle championship cup was putA.- up for Chicago or anybody else. As for
I.
A.
14
A.
A.
the
we
about
that
have
by
dividual
competition
stars,
west after 13 years omission from
we are very well satisfied with, and
gridiron chronicles. According to this
The Blues' committee of Oxford the dopesters can take them or leave
statement the five goals kicked by
without
Brickley, Trafford and Erkcrsall do university, England, has developed them, just as they choose,
not constitute the best performance the same aversion to the Olympic ruffling our disposition half as much
eince Robertson, Purdue's great; place games that is evidenced in other quar- as do the thoughts of the approachJdcker, set a record for field goals in ters of English athletics, as is shown ing exams."

PURDUE KICKER'S

'

RECORD STILL
STANDS

"The
1900 which neither Brickley nor any by the following resolution:
of the famous kickers has ever committee of the British Olympic
council, having issued an appeal for
equalled.
Great!
Purdue-RosIn the
Poly football 100,000 pounds ($500,000), that
!
game of October' 27, 1900, Robertson Britain may. be adequately represent-in
ed
of
1916,
the
the
games
Olympic
kicked seven goals from the field on
Blues' committee duly considered that
place kicks, out of 12 attempts. The
ecore of the game was: Purdue 42. appeal at their meeting and unani-- j
Rose Poly 1. Robertson-- s feat had mouely agreed to pass the following

other

e

"been forgotten

at Purdue until

Ath-

resolution:

'Whilst

entirely

disap-

letic Director Hugh Nicol received a proving of Olympic games as now conletter from Lake Forest college en- ducted, the Blues' committee recogIs already
closing an excerpt from a news item nizes that Great Britain
in "The Stentor," the Lake Forest committed to the Olympic games, 191G,
college publication of October 31, and therefore hope that all possible
support will be given to the games
1900.
of
that year, on the distinct underThis Item read: "Purdue won a remarkable game of football from Rose standing that no obligation is hereby
Poly last Saturday, when Robertson Implied or Incurred of their support
of Purdue kicked seven goals from and Interest In future years after
the field on place kicks. The longest (1916.'"
of the seven out of twelve attempts
was from the
Northwestern university claims
line. This is
the tallest athlete engaged in
undoubtedly a record that will stand

The difficulties under which football was played in the early days of
the sport is well illustrated by a story
told by Judge Charles Remster at the
recent banquet to the Purdue eleven.
In telling of the outfitting of the first
Old Gold and Black team he said:
"We had no store In Lafayette that
carried football togs, so we got a little German tailor to measure all the
boys and make suits for them. He
made the uniforms out of bedticklng,
without padding and skin tight. When
we appeared on the field to play Butler they protested, because they said
we had greased that bedtlcking In
the hope that they would be unable
to hold us when they tackled. That
was not true and after ten minutes
parleying, the protest was disallowed."

d

The annual meeting of the National
for some time." The prediction has 'varsity sport competition in the per- Collegiate Athletic association to be
been realized, for the record certain- - son of Alva Van Dyke. He la 7 feet held in New York tomorrow wMl be
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SEVEN

devoted to tha discussion of collegl-ate- ,
athletics from different viewpoints. Dr. Endicott Peabody of Gro-toschool, will speak on "American
and English Ideals of Sport"; Dr.
PRODIGAL
Ehler of the University of Wisconsin
will epeak on college track athletics,
and Dr. E. H. Nichols of Harvard, and
By CLARISSA MACKIE.
When Esther Trent's Aunt Judith
Dr. Young of Cornell will both discuss
died and left her the little white house
"Summer Baseball."
on the corner, Esther gladly left the
The University of Montana is con- home of her father, where a stepmother ruled supreme, and went to
sidering a plan to hold a dual boxing live alone in the
little white houBe..
with
meet
Montana
and wrestling
Esther carried with her all the beState college next spring.
longings of her own mother as well aj
her girlish trinkets and keepsakes. In
The University of Washington navy time the little
parloi
has ordered two
racing came to look exactly as had the parloi
of
her own home, even to the ancient
shells for the use of the 1914 'varsity
crew.. The shells, which will be ready square piano that filled one corner.
"For land's Bake, Esther, are yot
an March, are to ibe built for a crew
going to settle down here and be a
averaging 170 pounds, and the build- regular old maid?" demanded Loretta
ers' predict that one of the two will Campbell, who was prematurely
graj
finish first In the Intercollegiate re- and sewed for a living.
Esther
laughed.
gatta on the Hudson next June. The
"1 always w.inted a home of
my own
funds for the shells were provided by
and if I waited till I got married, may
the Seattle Commercial club.
be I'd never have one. I can be just
as young living here as if I stayed af
Charles M. Schwab and Eugene G. home."
Grace have each, announced their in"I don't know,
seems awful old
tention of contributing a section to maidy to me," Insisted Loretta; "just
like my having white hair when I'm
the new Lehigh, university stadium.
only thirty-fiv- e
seems as if I had tc
stop expecting to get married."
"I'm thirty-nine,- "
said Esther gent
Bumped Up Against the Real Thing ly; "I don't believe it's any too young
"I think I have bumped up against to set up housekeeping."
Loretta Campbell was thirty-nine- ,
the real thing In Chamberlain's Tabtoo. and she knew that Esther was
Tldi-outlets," writes D. R, Thomas, of
aware of it, but she had a cheery boldPa. "They do the worlt and ness that carried her
through very em
cause no unpleasant reaction." In harrasing situations.
cases of constipation when pills and
"I'm never going to be any oldei
saline cathartics are used, their use than thirty-five,- "
she said significantly
la often followed by constipation, as 'Now, Esther, how you going to have
'
they take so much water out of the this neck fixed? High or low?"
After
this
had
been
item
efimportant
system. On the other hand the
fect of Chamberlain's Tablets is so discussed and Loretta had returned tc
he sewing machine, the little dress
agreeable and so natural that you do maker
paused in her furious pedalling
not realize that It has been produced and turned
her sharp face over hei
by a medicine, and no reaction follows shoulder.
their use. For sale by all dealers.
"Did you know Emmy Siocum was
Adv.
going to be married?"
"Yes some time this month, ltin't
it?"
"The nineteenth." Then after a perceptible pause Loretta added: "I wonder if Ed Siocum will coma name to
the wedding?"
"Im sure I don't know."
"I Ik ard they didn't know what part
n

ESTHER'S

60-fo-

of l he world he was in," pursued Loretta, now that the delicate topic was
opened.

"Indeed?"
"Yes. I heard his father told him
he neednu't never come home until
he'd made enough money to pay back
I call that
some of that he'd
pretty hard of old Jim Siocum Pa
says he was a limb when he was a boy
and made no end of trouble for his
folks yet old Jim is hard as nails on

r"

t.

-

n

poor Ed.

PRACT CAL

0QD1AGAZ

Why, Ed

can't

be a boy any

longer he must have stopped cutting
up tricks long ago."
Esther was silent.
"Ed wasn't what you'd call bad he
was Just full of cutting up, but It
seemed to cost his father a lot ol
money.
Well, they drove him from
home and I guess his ma broke' her
heart over it I blame It all on old
"
Jim Siocum mean as all
"I wonder what Mr. Siocum will do
after Emmy's married?" said Esther.
"Nobody knows Dexter won't have
him live with them he's as much as
said so. Keep house for himself, I
guess."
"Why, he can't do much. He's real
feeble he must be seventy years old,"
protested Esther. ,
"Don't Beem to make any difference
how old one Is they get trouble Just
the same," remarked Loretta.
After Loretta had gone home that
night, Esther washed up the supper
dishes and then sought her little parlor, where she lighted the lamp with
the dangling prisms and sat down by
the marble top table.
For a long time she sat lost in reverie. She was thinking of old Mr. Siocum so soon to be left alone. She was
thinking of the prodigal, Ed, who had
run away from home twenty years before. She looked back on her own girlish grief over that event as one read3
the story of a stranger.
Once she had sat in the parlor at
get-out!-

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-in- g

n

magazines for one year:

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

home, when Ed Siocum used to call
upon her three times a week, just as
she was sitting now. Then she was
waiting for him with fluttering heart
How
and eyes that were
,
black-eyed- ,
handsome Ed was
the best fellow in
the world, and it was this very easygoing nature of Ed's that had led him
astray. She still treasured the hasty
note in which. he bad taken leave of
her. It seemed to be the delicate rosy
thread that held her to her youth and
hope.
I
Some day he might come back. Some
day he would return. He had loved
tell-tal-

McClures

black-haired-

light-hearte-

n

he
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c

D
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her.
Esther's brown head drooped a little
wearily at these sad memories, but
ahe was a brave soldier and she lifted
her chin and took up the photograph
album and turned to Ed's picture
placed there opposite that of her
mother.

Her eyes were dim when she laid It
aside. "He's my poor prodigal just the
same," she murmured to herself as
she blew out the light and went up
stairs to bed.
Two weeks after that Emmy Siocum
was married, and all Leavenmill was
interested in the masculine housekeepMr. James Siocum. Of outside
ing
neiu he wouiu nave none. Emmy and
her husband had gone west, and the
prosperous Dexter had offered to pay
the wages of a housekeeper for his
,
but Mr. Siocum bad
f;itlier-in-law-

curtly refused.

One December

day Esther met old

James Siocum hobbling toward home,
carrying a heavy basket of groceries.
"Can't I help you, Mr. Siocum?" she
asked timidly.
"No, thank you, Esther when
can't carry my own bundles It'll be
time for me to lay down and die," he
said, not unkindly.
"I'm sorry you are all alone," ventured Esther, feeling very sorry for
the harsh old man who had driven his
son from his door, and whose daughter
had left him to make a home for her1

self.

"Taint ny matter!" muttered
Jim; then, with a sudden change of
tone he added In a broken voice: " Tls
some matter EBther, I'd like to see
my Ed before I die!"
Tears came Into Esther's brown
eyes. "Of course you would," she said
gently. "Have you any idea where he
is now?"
"Mo I reckon he's dead," said the
old man drearily.
"What makes you think that?"
"I ain't heard from him for a long
while. Last time there came a letter,
it was for my wife he didn't know
she was dead, and I just cut out the
newspaper notice of her death and
wrapped ft around the letter and sent
'em to the address on the outside of
the envelope. Some place in Kansas
and I've never heard a word since,
and that seven years ago but I think
he's been here I think he keeps track
of us."
"What makes yon think so?"
"One Sunday Emmy and I went to
the cemetery to my wife's grave and it
was covered with beautiful white flowers like nothing that grows hereabouts and ever since then on her
birthday there's always white flowers
on the gTave. Emmy and I don't know,
but we guess Eddie did it It hurts
me, Esther, that he's afraid to meet
me face to face." He sighed heavily.
"If he only knew, Mr. Siocum, I am
sure he would come."
"We can't find him, Esther. I can't
remember the name of that Kansas
town and there came a wedding present for Emmy a beautiful set of
knives and forks. There was no namo
attached and the postmark on the box
was blurred. We could only guess It
was from Eddie."
It was after that that Esther Trent
took upon herself a mighty task. She
bought postal cards by the dozen and
on each one wrote an appeal to Ed
ward Siocum to return to his aged
father, who needed him. These she
seat to many towns and cities in the
state of Kansas, in the hope that she
might by chance strike upon the place
where Ed Siocum made his home.
These postal cards she carried to the
postoffice In tho next village.
Weeks passed and there came no re
sponse to Esther's anonymous appeal.
There had been one town which bore
her own name, "Esther," and she had
cherished a fluttering hope that Fate
might decree that there was magic in
the name of his old sweetheart
No news came from her dear prodi
gal, and at last Esther gave up hope
and turned her attention to making
James Siocum as comfortable as he
would permit her. There was not
much to do, for the old man was
proud; he had plenty of money to keep
him in comfort
One bitter night when James Siocum, almost helpless from an attack
of rheumatism, had been compelled to
accept Esther's aid, the Siocum kitch
en was aglow with warm light from
the stove. Esther was moving around
bent on household tasks, and Mr. Siocum, his helpless foot propped on a
chair, was reading by the light of a
green shaded lamp.
The supper dishes were washed,
and Esther had prepared the Old man's
bed In the little room off the kitchen.
She untied her apron and reached up
to the hook for her knitted shawl when
there came a knock at the door.
Esther answered it to admit a slen
der, erect man, whose sparkling black
eyes searched her face eagerly and
then darted to the wrinkled face of
the old man.
"Father!" cried the man, and he
went past his old sweetheart and knelt
beside James Siocum.
It was several moments before the
old man could command his voice to
speak.
"Son," be said, "It was Esther Trent
who brought you back."
"I know it, father," said Ed humbly.
But when they looked around Esther
had disappeared.
"Never mind, I'll go around after her
In a little while," said Ed. "There are
a few things that must be 'discussed
flrstand 1 want your blessing, father."
Esther was putting out the light
when there came a ring at her doorbell. Trembling In every limb she
turned up the wick of the parlor lamp
and went to the front door.
Ed Siocum stood there, his keen,
eager face upturned to hers. "May I
come in. Esther?" he asked.
Esther smiled tremulously. What
could she say to him after all these
years of waiting?
Within the little parlor, familiar be
cause it held so many well remem
bered things, Ed Slocum's face worked
strangely. At last he held out his
hands to Esther.
"Esther, I've meant to come back all
these years; I've kept myself straight
for you and mother. I 1 went to a
beplace in Kansas I picked it out
cause it name was the same as yours,
and youT postal card reached me at
last I thought they didn't want me
here, and I stayed away, but when the
card came, I knew. I disposed of my
business. I am here. Are you going
to welcome the, prodigal son?" He
smiled down wistfully at her.
"I knew you would come back some
day," whispered Esther, her bead on
his shoulder.
i
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VALUE OF PROPER SPELLING
Attribute Highly Valued In Commer-ciLife, and Is a Sense to

al

Be Developed.
Good spelling and intelligent punctuation are the accomplishments than
women drawkeep many
ing good salaries as stenographers im
downtown offices. The manager of t
typewriting office from which are sens
hundreds of stenographers makes nt
secret of the fact that good spellers
are scarce.
"We had a customer come in thei
other day," said the manager, "who
had evidently bad a run of hard luck)
in the spelling line. He wanted a
woman who could spell. 'No mattect
and has a huncl
if she's cross-eyeon her back,' he said, 'if she can speii
and write an intelligent letter.' Whll
this was a rather extreme case iS
shows that employers are beginning
to grow impatient over the carelesa
spelling of today."
Another office sending out many 8te-nographers has a series of test letters
prepared especially with spelling!
catches for the unwary. Common
words, famous as pitfalls for careless!
spellers, are strewn throughout thes
specimen letters. Fully half the applicants put an extra e in separate;)
in many cases the e before the lastj
syllable in noticeable is missing, wbllu
the correct placing of the l's in th
word parallel reduces many of tha
applicants to a state of discourage
gray-haire-

d

d

ment.
"Good spelling is a pretty sure siga
of mental alertness," said a business
man with several offices and manyj
stenographers. "I find that if one o
our stenographers Is naturally a good!
speller she is interested In the cor

rect spelling and use of new words
that come to her attention In reading
or in dictation. Now as a matter of
fact it is no small Job to keep up with,
the spelling of the hundreds of new
words.

"Our oldest stenographer and outr
best speller keeps on her desk a little book not more than an inch thick;
but it has more first aids to poor epelk
ers than anything I've ever seen. Sha
doesn't use it much, but everybody!
else does." Chicago Record-HeralUNDERSTOOD

ALL THE REST

On Only One Comparatively Unimpor
tant Point Wcs the Juror

at Fault.

It quite often happens that in addressing a jury, the lawyers will deliver their appeals to the oue member
who seems to tliem the nscst Intelligent. They consider that by so doing
they can impress him and his influence upon the other members will b
valuable.
In a recent cas, all the testimorv
had been taken, the lawyers h;
summed up and the judge had charge
the jury, when the juror who a
peared the most intelligent, and '
whom both counsel had made th-- :
impassioned appeal, arose, and sta;
that he wished the court to gir Jim
some information.
"I have been bothered a grtn? Jen! '"'
he said, "about two words
yers have been using all the ime- "W7hat are they?" aske
tie eurt,
expecting to be called ptn t: explain the meaning of iame words
like "res inter alios acta."
"Why, the words that I don't know"
the meaning of," said the juror, "are
'defendant' " Exand
'plaintiff
change.
.

te

1p--

An Improving World.
Boston ian
somewhat
who more than a score of years ago
was very prominent in public life remarked recently: "I have observed
with interest quite a change in the
personal habits of men during tho
nat 25 years. It used to be very
common to see business and profes
sional men, as well as those in publio
life and holding official positions.
wearing silk hats and Prince Albert
coats every, day In the week, and if
they smoked at all they smoked clears. Nowadays silk hats are rarely-seeon week days downtown, anyway,
and cigarette smoking seems to be
quite the thing. 1 do not think the
new fashion is quite so dignified or'
manly as the old, but on the whole I
am convinced the world is growing
better all the time."
A

Horse's Tobacco Habit Is Expensive.
A Beverly teamster is lamenting tho
fact that his horse has acquired the
tobacco habit and he is wondering if
his employer would "stand for" an expense account
The horse, which started in one th
habit by taking an occasional nibbld
of "fine cut," now expects a plug al
day and the driver says the animal
will "loaf on the job'.' unless he receives that allowance.
The habit has become an expenBiv
one for the driver, and be declares ft
has reached a point where he roust
do one of two things, quit using tobacco himself or get "the bosa" to
advance money for the horse's b.are.
Boston

Poet

"Rabbit Drives" Advo,-4rf- .
The 'western farmer d'tUt
coyote, and a bounty la i" r- I for
its peit; the result ia that ilw -i iif-have greatly diminished. But.
the Portland Oregouian, tl 1. '
the coyotes has resulted !:i a v.:
,
increase of rabbits; ird.i
ments have been made to C
i i
number 1 ino'iiV;
i?
disease, but v.tuitu t : '
i
c" :
suits. Rabbit
Fre remedy; 10 f" 1 jn't i t
killed in one e( tr ty j ,
Js'w. this
way test w'uit.-c-

'
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Light automobile lamps at 5:39
o'clock this evening.

antlies?

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

o-

-

Telling all Lbout their new
"Dot Sweet ChocoleJe" for
making Candy txnd Ca.ke?

IT IS WELL WORTH HAVING

ZZiM

Found One sacb of oats. Owner
may have it by calling at The Optic
office and paying for this advertise
'
ment. Adv.

As-

Reservations-Lar- ge

Superintendent Ruf us Mead of the
city schools announced today that all
children who are 6 years of age should
be started to school at once, if the
parents desire them to have the work
pf the. second half of the year.

'

'.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buyhrgyour presents
for the approaching Holidays.

,

'!!.
The MounDay land fraud case is
set for trial on January 13 in Leavenworth, according to the information
received here today. A number of Las
Vegas business men may be subpoenaed to attend the trial and give testimony, it is said.
T

patterns-a- ll

Ktf

Another big express shipment of
Liggett' Chocolates received at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
Early yesterday morning Guy
a patient of the state asylum,
died at the age of 85 years. He had
been a patient of the asylum for exactly a year and was born in MassaMr. Carleton was well
chusetts.
known in Las Vegas and was an

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

'

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE
CA

ft

m
14.'.

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must usfe the best flour
and thai is undoubtedly
Ask
Our Pride brand.
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?rc

A GOOD NEW YEARS
RESOLUTION
Is to buy your goods where prices svre
eJways right; where you receive
prompt, courteous a.nd fair treatment
a.t all times. "That's Us"
:

t

'r

GRAAF & HAY WARD
COMPANY
The Home of the Best

Miss Julianita Crespin was sent
to Denver this afternoon upon the order of Probate Judge Adelaido Tafoya
at a sitting of his court Saturday. The
girl has been living here with an aunt
but was not receiving the proper education, it is said. The girl's mother
resides in Denver.

The city schools again opened their
doors this morning following a week's
vacation for Christmas. The schools
will observe New Year's day by remaining closed, but the pupils will return to school the following day. The
New Mexico Normal University will
remain closed all this week and until
the first Monday in January.

Tomorrow night at the Christian
tabernacle the men of the congregation will be hosts to the ladies. Every CHARLES L. KOHN DEAD
member of the congregation and
friends of the church have been inAFTER LONG ILLNESS
vited to be present. The men have arranged to give a farce, but are keeping its title and nature a secret, that FUNERAL WILL BE HELD TOMORthe surprise for the ladles may be the
ROW AFTERNOON FROM HIS
greater. The party will begin at 7:30
LATE HOME

FIREESEN ARRANGE GOOD

;

DECORATION

COMPLETE

S96

OUTFITS

FOR AS LITTLE AS

up to u$500
n

$148

YOUR OWN TERMS OF PAYMENT

J. C. JOHNSEN

(EL

SON

THE GREATEST CAR
on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue, We invite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of
the car at any time.
. t

SGHEUt

THEIR NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

HOME

H.BT HUBBARD, Agent

IS

417 Railroad Avenue

TO BE IN A PRETTY
SETTING

ESS

The decorations for
t
Las
Vega3 fire department's
thirfy-thirannual New Year's masquerade ball
were completed yesterday when the
firemen worked all day at the Duncan
opera house. This feature of the
dance promises to be the most beautiful ever attempted here. The entire
opera house is decorated in evergreens and red, with the seats for the
king and queen also beautifully draped. The firemen are of the
opinion
that the decorations this year exceed
any formerly executed in the opera
house.
Mrs. E. O'Brien this morning took
full charge of the opera house floor
and will put it in condition for the
dance.
This assures the best possible conditions for dancing, and with
the SImison seven-piecorcjarfra,
this ball should be the best affair
of the season.
Program are Great
Without a doubt the programs are
the most exquisite ever prepared for
a dance in Las Vegas. Miss Pearl
Dougherty, a young lady with unlimit
ed talent in art and drawing, took a
contract for the painting of the pro
grams. They are now completed. On
the front of the program is a picture
of a dancing girl, depicted in the liveliest of colors and truly a piece of
art.
The costumes arrived today and are
on display at El Dorado hotel. They
are complete and original and no
doubt will be appreciated by the
dancers.
tha-Eas-

d
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Is

m

t

-- -

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
' S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Raynolds, Cashier.

E;D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Halir-- t

e

Subscribe for The Optic.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus andlUndivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department

of Banking we
a.fe prepared to give the best of service

interest

Paid!

en Time Deposits

o'clock.

Charles L. Kohn, who has been a
sufferer for the past five years, died
The funearly yesterday morning.
eral will be held tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock from the residence, 413
Tenth, street. Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Lan
dau will officiate and interment will
be in the Jewish cemetery.
Mr. Kohn is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn, three brothers,
Joseph, Edward and Harry, and four
Mrs.
sisters, Mrs. Sigmund Nahm,
Shaw, ,Msis Minnie Kohn and Miss
Gertie Kohn.
Mr. Kohn was an oldtimer, having
come to Laa Vegas in 1882. He settled first at La Cueva and engaged in
the cattle business. Then he became
manager of a large brokerage business in Chicago, where he was mar
ried. For ten years Mr. Kohn was a
trusted employe of Stern and. Nahm.
He had a wide circle of acquaintances

This morning at 9 o'clock Francis
R. Frost of Toi ka, Kan., died at the
Santa Fe hospital following an extended illness. Mr. Frost had been a
resident of Las Vegas the past eight
mouths. He is survived by a family,
who reside on the Hot Springs boule
vard. Funeral arrangements have
not been made as yet Mr. Frost was
employed by the Santa Fe Railway
company in Topeka as an electrical
engineer.

A fire alarm was turned in yester
day afternoon about 3 o'clock from
the residence of Fred Prager on the
corner of Columbia avenue and
of Everything Eatable
Twelfth street The fire proved to
be located in the roof of the kitchen,
caused probably by overheating of the
flue. The East Las Vegas department
fire with the use of
who snatched h or pocketbook, which extinguished the
chemicals. Both fire departments
contained a small amount of money.
were on the scene soon after the
TW West side police were notified. alarm was turned in. The house bebut wero unable to locale the thief.
longs to A. T. Rogers, Sr., and is

Anyone desiring to view the body
of the unidentified man who was killed iri the Santa Fe yards early Sunday
morning, may do, so by visiting the
morgue of J. C Johnsen and Son.
BROADENS1 ITS SCOPE
Anyone interested should visit the
so
identification
tnat
Ames,
la., Dec. 29. The annual win
once,
morgue at
as
ter
ehd'rt
as
'courses at Iowa State col
possible.
take
early
place
may
lege began today with an enrollment
Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr., has been of hundreds of men, women and chil
granted a divorce from her husband dren from all parts of the state. Here
courses have been di
by a recent decree of the district, tofore the short
scientific better
rected
the
before
toward
was
case
brought
court The
both from the
week.
ment
of
The
the
last
farms,
late
Leahy
Judge
standpoint of the farmer and the
Carletons reside at Watrous.
farmer's wife. This year the scope
the of instruction is to embrace not only
"White returning home from
West side early last evening Mrs. W. all brunches of agriculture, but many
otlic-industries and trades as well
J3. Crites was assailed by a young man

NOTICE

Notice Is hereby given that the annual stockholders meeting of the People Bank and Trust Company of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, for the election
of Directors and the transaction of
other business that may properly come
before said meeting will be held at
the office of said Company in the
city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on
the second Tuesday of January, the
same being January 13th, 1914, at the
hour of 2 o'clock p. m. arid the polls
shall be open from that hour until the
hour of 4 o'clock p. m., unless previous to said last hour all stock Issued and outstanding shall have been
voted.
Dated this 29th day of December.
PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.

-

s

Car-leto-

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY

E

After an i illness of practically a
year, Mrs. Emilie P. Rudulph, a long
time resident of San Miguel county
and widow of one of New Mexico's
prominent citizens, died yesterday
morning at her home, 1201 Eighth
street. Though Mrs. Rudulph's death
was not unexpected, it came with a
severe shock to her children and
friends.. She was spared, as had been
her hope, to spend one more Christmas with her loved ones. Mrs. Rudulph was a patient sufferer and died
In the consolation of a sincere Chris.
tian faith.
,.
The funeral will, be held tomorrow
morning at 9 o'clock, when short services will be held at the home. From
the residence the cortege will go to
the Church of the Immaculate Conception where a requiem mass will be
said by the pastor,. Rev. Father Adrian
Rabeyrolle. Interment will be in Mount
Calvary cemetery.
Mrs. Rudulph was born in Monton-lieau- ,
France, in 1851, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Pendaries. With
her parents she came to the United
St'atf-at the age of seven years. The
family stopped a short time in New
York and then went to Leavenworth,
Kan., where Mr. Pendaries engaged in
A short
the mercantile business.
time later Mr. pendaries came to New
Mexico, locating first at Taos and later at Las Vegas ard Sapello. He was
joined later by his family.
In 1SS3 Emilie Pendaries was united in marriage to Charles F. Rudulph,
son of one of the prominent early settlers. The liudulp'js established their
home at Rociada, where they remained
until about three years ago. Mr. Rudulph died about two years ago.
Mrs. Ruduluh' is survived by five
children, John Rudulph, Ricahrd Rudulph, Louis Rudulph, Mrs. Leslie C.
Witten and Mrs. Homer F. Tilton, all
of whom reside in Las Vegas. Two
sisters also survive. They are Mrs.
Richard Dunn of Gascon and Mrs. J.
A. Baca of Las Vegas.
Mrs. Rudulph received tier early
education at the Lpretto academy in
Santa Fe, and was an extensive reader. She was greatly beloved by her
children and had a large circle of
warm friends who mourn her death.

Tomorrow night in the O. R. C. hall
the Knights of Columbus will give a
smoker for the members of the Las
Vegas council and visiting Knights. A
good time is looked for.

and friends who will regret to learn
of hia death, though it came as a
blessed relief from suffering.

DEATH

RESIDENT OF SAN MIGUEL COUNTY'S SUFFERINGS
ARE ENDED

,

EJAWUO ..BLAHKEf!
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CLAipjf

Send a box of Llggett's Chocolates
with your good wishes on January 1,
1914.
At Murphey's. Adv.

Stearns Store

.

Our plain and simple credit plan will aid you as no other
store can. Our Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Draperies are
selected with the view of giving our customers more quality
and more value than any other store can possibly offer. Our
guarantee of quality protects you. Let us aid you to a well
furnished home.

E. T. Plowman is now in condition to
resume his official duties to a modi
fied degree, and is rapidly recovering
from his illness.

II you did not receive one tell us and we will see thai one
.
is sent to you,

'

BRIDGE STREET

SIRS. EE11LIE

LONG-TIM-

- unique

Complete

"THE REAPER" Two-ReDrama. (Broadway.)
Drama.. (American.)
"THE DRUMMER'S HONEYMOON"

ex-

Fresh Liggett' Chocolates for New
Year's gifts at Murphey's. Ad

RECIPE BOOK

MUTUAL MOVIES

Bourhon

Liggett' candy just received by
press at Murphey's. Adv.

Did you get Walter Baker Cos., NEW

Direct from the Indian
sortment fine colorings
prices.

Let us furnish Your Home

AT THE

biiOCOiQiG .juuu o i
m

ocolate

29, 1913.

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

n roe

DECEMBER

FRESH FISH AND OYSTERS
are the best
Llggett's Chocolate
and purest candy we can buy. For
sale at Murphey's. Adv.

Shipped

COSTUMES

For firemen's masquerade dance
Wednesday night, can be seen at El
Dorado Hotel. Every costume a prize
Adv.

Start the new year right by sending
Liggett' sChocolates with your
best wishes for 1914. Adv.

The Best
'

A LA CARTE

MEALS

BOUCHER'S

Served

OPEN ALL NIGHT

a box of

17

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

German Honey
Cake
Fruit Cake
Annis Cakes
Turkeys
Fresh Tomatoes
Lettuce
Oranges

at

ly

BISMARK

.

winner.

Tri-week-

TIRES. ADD TUBES

Grape Fruit

n

ALL WORK

DONE

AT

OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
GILES

GOES TO JAIL

Clarence Giles, employed as a porter at the William Cullen saloon, was
arrested this morning by Chief of Police Ben Coles upon complaint of F.
S. DinWns, a tailor
employed
by
Charles Lewis, who stated that Giles
had stolen a watch from him Saturday
night.
The case was brought before Judare
D. R. Hurray this morning and Giles
was found guilty of petit larceny. He

was sentenced to serve 90 days In the
s
county jail by Judge Murray.
and Giles, It is said, slept in the
same room last Saturday nigbt and
Dinklns yesterday discovered his loss.
It was learned that Giles had sold the
watch at Sanner's second hand store,
and the arrest followed.
Din-kin-

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, age,l
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.,

